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Abstract
We study a class of twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM)
theory on particular 3- dimensional lattice denoted as Lsu3×u13D and given by non
trivial fibration Lu11D × Lsu32D with base Lsu32D = A∗2, the weight lattice of SU (3).
We first, develop the twisted 3D N = 4 SYM in continuum by using superspace
method where the scalar supercharge Q is manifestly exhibited. Then, we show
how to engineer the 3D lattice Lsu3×u13D that host this theory. After that we build
the lattice action Slatt invariant under the 3 following: (i) U (N) gauge invariance,
(ii) BRST symmetry, (iii) the hidden SU (3)×U (1) symmetry of Lsu3×u13D . Other
features such as reduction to twisted 2D supersymmetry with 8 supercharges living
on Lsu2×u12D , the extension to twisted maximal 5D SYM with 16 supercharges on
lattice Lsu4×u15D as well as the relation with known results are also given.
Keywords: Reduction of chiral 6D N = (1, 0) SYM, BRST symmetry and Scalar
supersymmetry, Twisted SYM on lattice, Root and weight lattices of SU (k).
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1 Introduction
Following [1]-[9] and refs therein, the lattice version of maximal euclidian1 four di-
mensional N = 4 supersymmetric Yang Mills theory (SYM) with U (N) gauge invari-
ance may be approached by twisting supersymmetry and requiring invariance under
the scalar supercharge Q of the resulting twisted gauge theory. In this method, the
16 = 24 supersymmetric charges (Qiα, Qα˙i), transforming in the spinorial representation
of SOE (4) × SOR (6), are thought of in terms of 22 × 22 matrix Q4×4 that can be ex-
panded on products of 4 × 4 gamma γµ matrices; for a general review see [1, 10] and
[11]-[14] for related works. The expansion of Q4×4 leads, on one hand, to the integral
spin decomposition
Q4×4 = IQ + γµQµ + γ[µν]Qµν + γµγ5Q˜µ + γ5Q˜ (1.1)
where the 16 supercharges are split as 16 = 1 + 4 + 6 + 4 + 1; and, on the other hand,
to a remarkable packaging of the field spectrum of the twisted 4D N = 4 SYM theory
into SU (5)× U (1) representations like
bosons : 10 → 5⊕ 5¯
fermions : 16 → 1⊕ 5¯⊕ 10 (1.2)
Because of the algebraic property Q2 = 0, the scalar supercharge behaves as a topolog-
ical object [15, 16]; a feature that allows to: (i) put the fields of the twisted N = 4
1Euclidian QFTs are generally thought of in terms of a Wick rotation of corresponding Lorentzian
QFTs. However this analytic continuation is not a soft operation especially for spinors. This issue is
not directly addressed in this paper; but results of the Osterwalder-Schrader (OS) method are used.
For more details on this issue, including the OS method and other approaches to overcome difficulties
induced by analytic continuation, see [30] and refs therein; see also eq(2.22) to fix the ideas.
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supersymmetric Yang Mills on a 4D lattice A∗4 with a hidden SU (5) symmetry [8, 9];
and (ii) write down a U (N) gauge invariant lattice field action Slatt having, in addition
to the SU (5) symmetry of A∗4, a BRST symmetry generated by Q governing its quantum
properties [9].
In this paper, we borrow this idea to study the lattice version of the class of twisted
3D supersymmetric Yang-Mills theories with 8 supercharges having an SU (3) × U (1)
symmetry. This twisted 3D supersymmetric YM theory follows from the reduction of
chiral N = (1, 0) SYM in 6D and living on a particular 3D lattice to be built in the
present work (see section 6). Our interest into this class of twisted YM theories has been
motivated by the two following:
1) extend the approach of [1, 3] to the class of lattice supersymmetric YM models based
on twisting SYM theories with 8 supercharges. It turns out that the twisted 3D
lattice gauge theory is very suggestive; it lives on a particular crystal denoted here
as
Lsu3×u13D
having a hidden SU (3) × U (1) symmetry; and given by a non trivial fibration
Lsu32D ×Lu11D with 2-dimensional base sublattice Lsu32D = A∗2 and fiber Lu11D isomorphic
to Z, the set of integers. This kind of fibration, encoded by eq(5.8), allows also to
get more insight into literature results; especially in the case of twisted maximal
supersymmetry living on the lattice A∗4 with SU (5) symmetry.
To approach the case of twisted SYM with 8 supercharges, and in a subsequent
step the class with 16 supercharges as done in section 8, we develop a method of
engineering (k + 1)-dimensional crystals with SU (k) × U (1) symmetry; and use
results on the breaking mode of the real SO (2k) euclidian symmetries down to the
complex
SU (k)× U (1) , k odd integer
to get the packaging of the twisted fields into representations of SU (k) × U (1);
and also to determine their interpretation on lattice Lsuk×u1kD in terms of links and
plaquettes.
Recall that 4D N = 4 supersymmetric Yang Mills with SOE (4) × SOR (6) sym-
metry is a maximal supersymmetric YM theory that has the same number of con-
served supercharges as N = (1, 0) SYM in euclidian 10-dimensions with isotropy
4
symmetry
SOE (10) , k = 5
Similarly, the twisted 3D N = 4 YM theory we are interested in here can be
obtained in a quite analogous manner; but by dimensional reduction of the chiral
N = (1, 0) SYM in 6-dimensions with euclidian symmetry
SOE (6) , k = 3
2) explore the role of the extra U (1) symmetry that appears in twisted supersymmetric
YM theories; in particular in the case of 8 supercharges with SU (3)× U (1) sym-
metry; and also in twisted maximal supersymmetry with an SU (5)×U (1). A way
to exhibit this global abelian invariance is through the breaking of SOE (2k) down
to SU (k)× U (1) , which for k = 5 and k = 3, read respectively as follows
SOE (10) → SU (5)× U (1)
SOE (6) → SU (3)× U (1)
Under these symmetry breaking modes, real vector 2k and spinorial 2k−1 repre-
sentations of SOE (10) and SOE (6) decompose as sums of representations with
respect to the complex symmetries. For SOE (10), the decomposition of the 10v
and the 16s are given by
SOE (10) → SU (5)× U (1)
10v : 5+2q + 5¯−2q
16s : 1−5q + 5¯+3q + 10−q
with q a unit U (1) charge; and for the case of SOE (6), their analogue read like
SOE (6) → SU (3)× U (1)
6v : 3+2q + 3¯−2q
4s : 1−3q + 3+q
These breakings show that in twisted supersymmetric YM theories, the twisted
fields and the twisted supersymmetric operators, in particular the BRST charge
Q(−kq), are in general sections of a U (1) bundle. This property teaches us in turns
that on lattice side SU (3) scalars carrying non trivial U(1) charges have also a non
trivial interpretation; they are associated with links along the 1- dimensional fiber
and, in some sense, constitute a refining of results of [1, 3] since a similar conclusion
is also valid for the case of twisted maximal supersymmetry on the lattice Lsu5×u15D .
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In what follows, we focus on the study of the lattice version of twisted 3D N = 4 SYM;
and, to exhibit the role played by U (1) subsymmetry, we distinguish the two cases: the
generic q 6= 0 and the singular q = 0. A similar analysis can be performed for the case
of twisted maximal supersymmetric YM in 5D as reported in the section conclusion and
comments.
The organization is as follows: In sections 2 and 3, we first review some useful tools
on SO (t, s) spinors in diverse dimensions D = t + s. Then, we study the twisted 3D
N = 4 supersymmetric YM theory in continuum. In section 4, we build the action in
superspace and derive its component field expression. In section 5, we study the twisted
3D N = 4 supersymmetric YM on the base sublattice A∗2 having SU (3) symmetry and
corresponding to the singular limit q = 0. In section 6, we study twisted 3D N = 4
SYM on the 3D crystal Lsu3×u13D with SU (3)× U (1) symmetry and q 6= 0. In section 7,
we build the action of the twisted field on Lsu3×u13D . In section 8, we give a conclusion
and make two comments; one on the reduction down to twisted 2D N = 4 and the
second concerns the extension to 5D N = 4 on the lattice Lsu5×u15D containing A∗4 as a
base sublattice. In section 9, we give an appendix where we give explicit computations
and technical details on the construction of gauge covariant superfields.
2 Twisted SYM with 8 supercharges
After recalling useful tools on SO (t, s) spinors in diverse dimensions and briefly describ-
ing the reduction of chiral N = (1, 0) SYM in Lorentzian 6D down to 3D, we study
twisted 3D N = 4 SYM in continuum. More on continuum and the lattice version of
this SYM theory will be developed in next sections.
2.1 Generalities on spinors in D-dimensions
Here we collect some results on SO (t, s) spinors living on the flat space R(t,s) with space
time dimension D = s + t and signature s − t where s and t stand respectively for the
numbers of space like and time like directions. A particular interest will be given to the
Lorentzian (t = 1) and euclidian (t = 0) signatures that we are interested in this work.
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2.1.1 Classification of so (t, s) spinors
Generally speaking, spinors ΨA living on R
(t,s) with metric ηMN = diag (−..−,+..+) have
complex 2[
D
2 ] components transforming under the space isotropy symmetry SO (t, s) as
ΨA → Ψ′A = SBAΨB (2.1)
with matrix transformation given by
S = e
i
4
ωMNΣ
[MN]
Σ[MN ] = ΓMΓN − ΓNΓM (2.2)
In these relations, the 2[
D
2 ]×2[D2 ] matrices ΓM are the usual gamma matrices generating
the Clifford algebra Cl (t, s) defined by
ΓMΓN + ΓNΓM = 2ηMN (2.3)
The matrices ΓM are generally realized in terms of particular monomials of tensor prod-
ucts of the usual 2× 2 hermitian Pauli matrices σ1, σ2, σ3 that we take as
σ1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σ2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
= iε, σ3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(2.4)
obeying amongst others the property σT1 = σ1, σ
T
3 = σ3 but σ
T
2 = −σ2. For the example
of the euclidian (0, 6) signature, where the metric ηMN coincides with the Kronecker
symbol δMN , the ΓM ’s are 8× 8 matrices realized as
Γ1 = σ1 ⊗ I⊗ I
Γ2 = σ2 ⊗ I⊗ I
Γ3 = σ3 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ I
Γ4 = σ3 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ I
Γ5 = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ1
Γ6 = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ2
Γ7 = σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ σ3
(2.5)
with the remarkable properties
(Γi)
† = +Γi
(Γ2k+1)
T = −Γ2k+1
(Γ2k)
T = +Γ2k
(2.6)
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For the cases of the Lorentzian (1, 5) and (2, 4) signatures, the realization of the corre-
sponding ΓM ’s is obtained from the euclidian representation by using Wick like rotations
as follows
signature (1, 5) signature (2, 4)
Υ0 = iΓ1 Υ0 = iΓ1 , Υ1 = iΓ2
Υm = Γm+1, m > 0 Υm = Γm+1, m > 1
(2.7)
The complex spinorial field ΨA, to which we refer to as so (t, s) Dirac spinors, exhibits
several features whose useful ones are summarized below:
(i) adjoint spinors
Along with the complex Ψ, one has three cousin spinors namely ΨT , Ψ∗ and Ψ† = Ψ∗T
respectively associated with the Clifford algebras generated by
ΓTM , Γ
∗
M , Γ
†
M
(2.8)
and which are related to ΓM by similarity transformations as given below
Γ†M = (−)tAΓMA−1
ΓTM = −ηCΓMC−1
Γ∗M = −η (−)t BΓMB−1
(2.9)
with
A = Γ1..Γt
CT = −εC
BT = CA−1
(2.10)
and
A = ηt (−) t(t+1)2 CAC−1
B∗B = −εηt (−) t(t+1)2
(2.11)
and where ε = ±1 and η = ±1. We also have
(CΓM)T = εηCΓM
(CΓ1..Γm)T = −εηm (−)
m(m+1)
2 (CΓ1..Γm)
(2.12)
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Notice that for odd dimensions, there is one solution for the matrix C; but for even
dimensions, we distinguish two kinds of possible C matrices as illutrated below on the
example of D = 6 :
C+ = σ2 ⊗ σ1 ⊗ σ2 , for η = +1 , ε = −1
C− = σ1 ⊗ σ2 ⊗ σ1 , for η = −1 , ε = +1
(2.13)
satisfying (C±)T = ±C± and (C±)2 = Iid. Notice moreover that for 6D, both of the
matrices C+ and C− have as product εη = −1; and so
(CΓM)T = −CΓM (2.14)
which is an undesirable property that requires the use of SU (2) symplectic spinors
QiA = (Q
1
A, Q
2
A) in order to recover the symmetric feature of the anticommutation relation
between the supercharges of supersymmetric YM theory in 6D namely
QiAQ
j
B +Q
j
BQ
i
A = ε
ij
(CΓM)
AB
PM (2.15)
where εij is the usual 2×N antisymmetric matrix obeying (εij)∗ εjl = −δil.
(ii) Weyl spinors
In odd dimensions, the Dirac fermion Ψ satisfying (2.1-2.2) is an irreducible spinor; but
in even dimensions, say D = 2k, it can be decomposed into two irreducible Weyl spinors
ΨL and ΨR having each 2
k−1 complex components.
2k = 2k−1 ⊕ 2k−1 (2.16)
The two chiral spinors ΨL and ΨR are related to the Dirac Ψ through the following
projections
ΨL =
1
2
(I + ΓD+1) Ψ
ΨR =
1
2
(I − ΓD+1)Ψ
(2.17)
with chirality operator ΓD+1 = (−i)k+t Γ1..Γ2k which, by using the realization (2.5), reads
as
ΓD+1 = (−i)
D
2 Γ1..ΓD
= σ3 ⊗ σ3 ⊗ ..⊗ σ3︸ ︷︷ ︸
k
(2.18)
This matrix obeys ΓD+1ΓD+1 = I and is independent of the space time signature. Notice
that in even dimensions, the anticommutation relations between two Weyl supercharges
say the left one
QL =
1
2
(I + ΓD+1)Q (2.19)
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read as follows
{QL, QL} = 1− (−)
D
2
4
(I + ΓD+1) CΓMPM (2.20)
Therefore, non vanishing anticommutators limits the possible dimensions where {QL, QL} 6=
0 since the non vanishing condition requires that D
2
has to be odd; i.e:
D = 4l + 2, l = 1, 2, ... (2.21)
The leading dimensions where this is possible are D=2, D=6 and D=10.
(iii) reality conditions
Complex Dirac spinors might be also subject to reality conditions such as Majorana or
Majorana Weyl conditions. These conditions are not usually possible since reality con-
dition depends both on the space time dimension D and the signature s− t. The general
result on the possibility of putting a reality condition on spinors in diverse Lorentzian
and euclidian dimensions is collected in the following table [17]-[20],
dimension D Lorentzian R1,D−1 Euclidian RD
1 M M
2 MW M−
3 M SM
4 M+ SMW
5 SM SM
6 SMW M+
7 SM M
8 M− MW
9 M M
10 MW M−
11 M SM
(2.22)
with M standing for Majorana and MW for Majorana Weyl spinors. We also have M±
referring to Majorana spinors with charge conjugation C±. Notice that in the case where
there is no Majorana spinor, one can have symplectic Majorana spinors or symplectic
Majorana Weyl spinors referred in the table respectively by the symbols SM and SMW.
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By symplectic Majorana spinor, we mean a set of 2N Dirac spinors Ψ1A, ..,Ψ
2N
A constrained
as follows
(ΨiA)
∗
= ΩijBBAΨjB (2.23)
where Ωij is the usual 2N×2N antisymmetric symplectic matrix obeying (Ωij)∗Ωjl = −δil
and where
(BBA)∗ BBC = −δAC . We also have SMW whenever B and ΓD+1 commute
knowing that
(ΓD+1)
∗ = (−)t+D2 BΓD+1B−1 (2.24)
Since (ΓD+1)
∗ = ΓD+1 due to (2.18), it follows that B and ΓD+1 commute for t + D2 = 0
mod 2. From the classification table (2.22), we learn a set of interesting features in
particular:
• there is no Majorana spinor in euclidian 3D, 4D, 5D ; and nor in the Lorentzian 5D,
6D and 7D. Therefore, when studying the euclidian 3D N = 4 SYM and euclidian
5D N = 4 SYM, one is constrained to use symplectic Majorana spinors.
• the Majorana and Majorana-Weyl conditions are not preserved by analytic con-
tinuation from Lorentzian to euclidian signature. This is a well known problem
that has been considered from various view points [30] and refs therein; in partic-
ular from the approach of Osterwalder-Schrader where the hermiticity in euclidian
space is abandoned [31].
2.1.2 Chiral supersymmetric YM in 6D and 10D
Like for the well known case of Lorentzian maximal SYM theories with 16 real super-
charges, supersymmetric QFTs with 8 real supercharges can be formulated in diverse
dimensions. These are the 1D N = 8, 2D N = (4, 4) , 3D N = 4, 4D N = 2 and 5D
N = 2 theories; they may be obtained by reduction of the chiral
6D, N = (1, 0)
supersymmetric YM theory2. This Lorentzian 6D SYM theory can be then viewed as
the mother of supersymmetric theories with 8 supercharges. From this point of view,
chiral N = (1, 0) SYM in 6D shares a kind of maternity property with N = (1, 0) SYM
in 10D which is the mother theory of supersymmetric QFTs’ having 16 supercharges.
2Notice that for those dimensions D where there is no Mjaorana spinor like in D = 1+4 or euclidian
3D and 5D, we shall also use the standard conventional notations 5D N = 4 (3D N = 4) to refer to
the 16 real ( 8 real) supercharges although strictly speaking this convention is not rigorous.
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Twisted 3D N = 4 SYM
In twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric YM theory, the 8 real supersymmetric charges
are represented by a complex 2× 2 matrix Q2×2 that can be expanded in terms of the 3
Pauli matrices σµ as follows
Q2×2 = QI +Qµσµ (2.25)
Similarly as for the case of eq(1.2) of twisted maximal supersymmetric YM theory, the
field content of the spectrum of the twisted 3D N = 4 SYM theory can be packaged into
SU (3)× U (1) representations like
bosons : 6 → 3⊕ 3¯
fermions : 4 → 1⊕ 3 (2.26)
Correspondence 3D N = 4 and 5D N = 4
Pushing forward the similarity between twisted SYM with 8 supercharges and twisted
maximal supersymmetric YM (see footnote 2 ), one finds the following correspondence
to be established throughout this study:
• twisted SYM with 16 supercharges
lattice hidden symmetry
5D N = 4 Lsu5×u15D SU (5)× U (1)
4D N = 4 Lsu54D = A∗4 SU (5)
(2.27)
with 5- dimensional lattice Lsu5×u15D given by the fibration
Lu11D → Lsu5×u15D
↓
Lsu54D
(2.28)
The base sublattice Lsu54D is given by the 4- dimensional lattice [1, 3]
Lsu54D = A∗4 (2.29)
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generated by the 4 fundamental weight vectors
~Ω1, ~Ω2, ~Ω3, ~Ω4 (2.30)
of the SU (5) symmetry group. These weight vectors are the dual of the 4 simple
roots of the Lie algebra of SU (5);
~a1, ~a2, ~a3, ~a4 (2.31)
generating the 4-dimensional root lattice A4 of SU (5). So the crystal A
∗
4 is the
dual of A4; see later on for further details and [21]-[29] for related constructions.
• twisted SYM with 8 supercharges
lattice hidden symmetry
3D N = 4 Lsu3×u13D SU (3)× U (1)
2D N = 4 Lsu32D SU (3)
(2.32)
with
Lu11D → Lsu3×u13D
↓
Lsu32D
(2.33)
and base sublattice given by the 2- dimensional lattice [33]-[34]
L2D = A∗2 (2.34)
generated by the 2 fundamental weight vectors
~ω1 , ~ω2 (2.35)
of the SU (3) symmetry. These weight vectors are the dual of the 2 simple roots
~α1, ~α2 of SU (3); then A
∗
2 is the dual of the 2-dimensional root lattice A2 of SU(3)
which may be thought of as the 2D honeycomb, see fig. 1 for illustration.
In what follows, we study the twisted 3D N = 4 SYM in continuum. First, we describe
some special features on SYM in 6D ; then we derive the SU (3)×U (1) covariant spectrum
13
Figure 1: the 2D lattice A∗2 generated by ~ω1, ~ω2; the 2 fundamental weight vectors of
SU(3). Each (green) node in A∗2 has 3 + 3 first nearest neighbors forming respectively a
triplet (red sites) and an anti-triplet (blue sites) of SU (3) .
of twisted N = 4 SYM in 3D. Next, we give the twisted N = 4 superalgebra having an
SU (3)× U (1) isotropy symmetry with supersymmetric generators as
Q(+3q) , Q
(−q)
a (2.36)
transforming respectively as a complex scalar and a complex triplet of SU (3). After, we
use superspace method to realize the scalar supersymmetric charge Q(+3q) which may be
also thought of as a BRST charge operator.
2.2 Twisted N = 4 SYM in 3D from N = 1 SYM6
In Lorentzian 6D one distinguishes 3 kinds of supersymmetric YM theories: two of them
have 16 real conserved supercharges and the third one has 8 real supercharges [35]-
[37]. The field theories having 16 supercharges are given by the well known non chiral
6D N = (1, 1) and the chiral 6D N = (2, 0). The field theory with 8 supercharges is
given by the chiral 6D N = (1, 0) SYM or equivalently N = (0, 1); it is the gauge theory
we consider below.
2.2.1 the 6D N = 1 vector multiplet
First, recall that in Lorentzian 6D there are only Weyl ΨW6D and Dirac fermions Ψ
Dirac
6D =(
ΨWL6D ,Ψ
WR
6D
)
; so that the smallest supermultiplet contains a left ΨWL6D fermion, transform-
14
ing in the SO (1, 5) spinor representation 4+, or right Ψ
WR
6D Weyl fermion transforming
in 4−. Recall also that in the language of 4D fermions, a Weyl spinor in 6D, say the left
one,
ΨWL6D ∼ 4+
having 4 complex (8 real ) degrees of freedom, is made of a dotted and an undotted 4D
Weyl spinors as follows
ΨWL6D =
(
ξα+, λ¯
−
α˙
)
, α = 1, 2 (2.37)
Its complex adjoint is (
ΨWL6D
)c
=
(
λα+, ξ¯
−
α˙
)
∼ 4c+ (2.38)
and has the same 6D chirality as 4+. The ± charges carried by the fields refer to quantum
numbers of SOR (2) ∼ UR (1) resulting from the reduction of the SO (1, 5) Lorentz
symmetry down to SO (1, 3)× SOR (2). The corresponding 6D Weyl right fermion
ΨWR6D ∼ 4−
with negative 6D chirality is given by
ΨWR6D =
(
ξα−, λ¯+α˙
)
(
ΨWR6D
)c
=
(
λα−, ξ¯+α˙
) (2.39)
The chiral 6D N = (1, 0) supersymmetric YM theory has two types of supermultiplets
describing matter and gauge fields with on shell degrees of freedom as follows:
(a) 6D hypermultiplets
These supermultiplets describe matter; they have 2 complex (4 real) scalars and a 6D
Weyl spinor
H6D :
(
1
2
, 04
)
6D
(2.40)
they may belong to any representation of the gauge symmetry including complex ones;
see [38]-[17] for other properties.
(b) 6D vector multiplets V6D
These multiplets have a gauge field and a Weyl spinor
VN=(1,0)6D :
(
1, 1
2
)
6D
(2.41)
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they transform in the adjoint representation of the gauge symmetry. Below, we refer to
these supermultiplets like
VN=16D =
(AM , ψA)6D (2.42)
where the field AM is the 6D hermitian gauge field and ψA the complex 4- dimension
Weyl spinor of
SO (1, 5) ≃ SU∗ (4) (2.43)
the fields AM and ψA are valued in the Lie algebra of the U(N) gauge symmetry.
2.2.2 Reduction from 6D to 3D and twisting
We give two approaches to build the twisted field spectrum of 3D N = 4 supersymmetric
YM that follows from the reduction of (2.41-2.42). We also comment on the link between
the two methods.
(1) first approach
This approach is a rephrasing of eq(2.25); it involves two steps: (i) dimension reduction
from 6D to 3D ; (ii) twisting the symmetries resulting from the breaking of SO (1, 5).
Under the reduction of the chiral 6D N = (1, 0) supersymmetric YM theory down to
the 3D space, the SO (1, 5) breaks down to
SO (1, 2)× SOR (3)
and so the 6 local coordinates XM of R1,5 decompose like
(xµ, ym)
with xµ ∈ R1,2 and ym ∈ R3R with respective isotropy symmetries SO (1, 2) and SOR (3).
Similarly, the on shell 4 + 4 real degrees of freedom of the 6D chiral N = (1, 0) gauge
multiplet (2.41), decomposes into a gauge field Aµ, three real scalars φm and 4 Majo-
rana spinors ψα1, ..., ψα4. In the euclidian version of this theory, the SO (1, 2)× SOR (3)
isotropy gets mapped to the compact SOE (3) × SOR (3) and the 4 Majorana spinors
ψαI into 2 complex Dirac spinors ξα1, ξα2 like(
1,
1
2
2
Dirac
, 03
)
3D
=
(
Aµ, ξ
αi, φm
)
3D
(2.44)
with:
• the field Aµ being a real 3D gauge field transforming as (3, 1) under SOE (3) ×
SOR (3),
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• the fields ξαi are complex fermions of transforming (2, 2) spinors of SOE (3) ×
SOR (3) ≃ SUE (2)× SUR (2),
• the fields φm are 3 real scalars transforming as (1, 3) under SOE (3)× SOR (3).
Notice that in practice these fields should be taken as functions depending only on the
x coordinates;
A
(0)
µ = Aµ (x), ξ
αi
(0) = ξ
αi (x) , ... (2.45)
but generally speaking they are functions of both coordinates (x, y) ;
Aµ = Aµ (x, y), ξ
αi = ξαi (x, y) , ...
(2.46)
By taking ym as the coordinates of a real 3-torus T3 with large volume
1
(2πl)3
∫
T3
d3y = 1, vol
(
T3
)
= (2πl)3 (2.47)
one may expand these fields into infinite harmonic series like
F (x, y) =
∑
n1,n2,n3
einm
ym
2pilF (n1,n2,n3) (x) (2.48)
where eqs(2.45) appear as the zero mode of the expansions and the extra others as
massive modes that break gauge symmetry in the restricted real 3D.
Under twisting, the quantum numbers of SOE (3) and SOR (3) groups are identified and
the SOE (3)× SOR (3) symmetry is reduced down to the diagonal
SO (3) =
SOE (3)× SOR (3)
SO′ (3)
(2.49)
As a consequence of the twisting, the fields of the chiral 6D N = (1, 0) gauge multiplet
(2.41) are mapped to the twisted ones
fields : twisted fields SO (3) repres
Aµ Aµ 3
φm Bµ 3
ξα± ξ, ξµ 1⊕ 3
(2.50)
where now we have:
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• two gauge fields Aµ, Bµ that we combine into a complex gauge field and its adjoint
like
Gµ = Aµ + iBµ
G¯µ = Aa − iBµ
(2.51)
• four complex fermionic fields ξ, ξµ transforming respectively as a singlet and triplet
of SO (3).
(2) second approach
This approach involves one step; and, in some sense, is a direct method. The idea of
this way of doing relies on the fact that since the fields Gµ and ξ, ξµ are complex fields,
one may be tempted to use complex groups to deal with them; this extension can be
implemented by considering other breaking modes of the SOE (6) isotropy symmetry of
the euclidian space time R6 (following from the Wick rotation of R1,5); in particular
SOE (6) −→ SU (3)× U (1)
6v ∼ 3+2q + 3¯−2q
4s ∼ 3+q + 1−3q
(2.52)
where q is a unit charge of the abelian U (1) factor that can be fixed to a number q0.
But here we will keep it free for later use when considering the singular limit q = 0.
Under the breaking mode (2.52), the euclidian space R6, parameterized by the local
coordinates XM = (xµ, yµ) with yµ = xµ+3, get mapped to the complex C3 with local
coordinates
za = xa + iya (2.53)
where (xa) the coordinates of the real space R3 and (ya) the coordinates of the internal
space R3int. Moreover, the fields of the multiplet (2.41) decompose as follows
SOE (6) −→ SU (3)× U (1)
AM : Ga(−2q) , G¯(+2q)a
ΨA : ψa(+q) , ψ(−3q)
(2.54)
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and may be treated in general as functions of (z, z¯); this property will be manifested on
the lattice side through orientations of the links; complex p-tensors and their duals are
associated with p-plaquettes with opposite orientations.
Moreover, comparing eqs(2.50-2.51) with eq(2.52-2.54), we end with the following re-
sults:
(a) the spectrum of twisted fields of the two approaches are quasi the same; the main
difference is that (2.52) depend on the extra charge q and transform in SU (3)
representations rather than SO (3).
(b) Eqs(2.50-2.51) are recovered from eqs(2.52-2.54) by taking the limit
q → 0 (2.55)
and restricting the complex SU (3)×U (1) symmetry down to the real SO (3) which
may be thought of as its ”real part”. In practice, this corresponds to dropping out
the y- dependence into the fields and using (2.47) to integrate it out in the field
action.
3 Twisted 3D N = 4 algebra and superfields
We first give the basic anticommutators defining this superalgebra; then we describe the
general structure of twisted superspace and superfields.
3.1 Twisted N = 4 supersymmetry in 3D
For a generic charge q, the twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric algebra is generated by
Q(+3q) , Q
(−q)
a , P
(+2q)
a
(3.1)
and
P a(−2q) (3.2)
having no supersymmetric partner; a property that makes asymmetric the formulation
of twisted supersymmetric YM.
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3.1.1 anticommutators
These operators transform under U (1) × SU (3) as in (2.52); and satisfy the following
basic anticommutation relations,{
Q(+3q), Q
(−q)
a
}
= 2P
(+2q)
a{
Q
(−q)
a , Q
(−q)
b
}
= 0
(3.3)
together with the topological one
{
Q(+3q), Q(+3q)
}
= 0 (3.4)
and [
Q(+3q), P
(+2q)
a
]
=
[
Q
(−q)
a , P
(+2q)
b
]
= 0[
Q(+3q), P a(−2q)
]
=
[
Q
(−q)
a , P b(−2q)
]
= 0
(3.5)
These graded commutation relations preserve the U(1) charge and are covariant under
SU (3) symmetry.
3.1.2 twisted superspace and superderivatives
The twisted 3D N = 4 superalgebra may be realized in superspace by using complex
bosonic and fermionic coordinates
za(−2q) , z(+2q)a , θ(−3q) , ϑa(+q) (3.6)
with (
z(+2q)a
)†
= za(−2q) (3.7)
Using the usual supersymmetric covariant derivatives D(+3q) and D
(−q)
a , instead of the
supercharges Q(+3q) and Q
(−q)
a , a suitable superspace representation of the twisted su-
peralgebra (3.3) is given by
D(+3q) = ∂
∂θ(−3q)
D
(−q)
a = ∂
∂ϑa(+q)
+ 2θ(−3q)∂(+2q)a (3.8)
with
P a(−2q) = ∂a(−2q) = ∂
∂z
(+2q)
a
P¯
(+2q)
a = ∂
(+2q)
a =
∂
∂za(−2q)
(3.9)
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To implement gauge interactions, these superspace derivatives are covariantized by in-
troducing gauge connexions as follows
D(+3q) = D(+3q) + igYMΥ(+3q)
D(−q)a = D(−q)a + igYMΥ(−q)a
L
(+2q)
a = ∂
(+2q)
a + igYMV
(+2q)
a
La(−2q) = ∂a(−2q) + igYMUa(−2q)
(3.10)
These extended superderivatives are needed for building the gauge covariant superfields
Φ
(qi)
i of the twisted YM theory to be considered later.
3.2 Superfields of twisted 3D N = 4 SYM
To build the field action Stwisted of the twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric YM theory,
we require invariance under the three following symmetries:
(a) the gauge symmetry which we take as U (N),
(b) the scalar supersymmetric charge Q(+3q) or equivalently D(+3q); and,
(c) the U (1)× SU (3) space isotropy symmetry
First, observe that the gauge invariant action
Stwisted = 1
l3
∫
Ltwist (3.11)
with the scalar supercharge Q(+3q) manifestly exhibited reads in superspace as follows
Ltwist =
(∫
dθ(−3q)L(−3q)
)
ϑa(+q)=0
(3.12)
The scale factor 1
l3
is as in eq(2.47). The superspace density L(−3q) transforms in the
U (1)× SU (3) representation 1−3; that is having −3 unit charges under U (1), and has
the form
L(−3q) = Tr
(
L
(−3q)
twist
)
(3.13)
with the N ×N superfield matrix
L
(−3q)
twist = L
(−3q)
twist (Φ) (3.14)
The L
(−3q)
twist depends on a set of superfields
Φ
(qi)
i = Φ
(qi)
i (z, θ, ϑ) (3.15)
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that describe the off shell degrees of freedom of twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric
YM theory. Below, we describe this set of superfields; for more details on the explicit
derivation see the analysis given in the appendix.
3.2.1 Gauge covariance
The U (N) gauge symmetry of the action (3.12) acts on the superfield matrix density
L
(−3)
twist like
L
(−3q)
twist → g L(−3q)twist g−1 (3.16)
since
Tr
(
L
(−3q)
twist
)
= Tr
(
g L
(−3q)
twist
g−1
)
(3.17)
where, for convenience as described in the appendix, the matrix element g is chosen as
follows
g = g(z, z¯, ϑa(+q)) , D(+3q) g = 0
(3.18)
Notice that g depend on z, z¯, ϑa(+q) but has no
θ(−3q)
The property (3.17) is ensured by requiring the superfields Φ
(qi)
i to be also gauge covari-
ant; this means that under a generic gauge symmetry transformation g, we have
Φ
(qi)
i → gΦ(qi)i g−1 (3.19)
General results on covariant formulation of supersymmetric YM theories in superspace
[43] applied to our present study lead to the following set of gauge covariant superfields.
Fermionic sector : Ψ(−3q) Ψa(+q) Φ(+q)ab
SU (3)× U (1) : 1−3q 3+q 3+q
scale mass dim 1 1 1
Bosonic sector : J(0) , Eab(−4q) F(+4q)ab
SU (3)× U (1) : 10 3¯−4q 3+4q
scale mass dim 3
2
3
2
3
2
(3.20)
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built out of commutators of the gauge covariant superderivatives
Ψ(−3q) = 1
igYM
[
D(−q)a , La(−2q)
]
Ψa(+q) = 1
igYM
[D(+3q), La(−2q)]
Φ
(+q)
ab =
1
igYM
[
D(−q)a , L(+2q)b
]
(3.21)
and
J(0) = 1
igYM
[
L
(+2q)
a , La(−2q)
]
Eab(−4q) = 1
igYM
[
La(−2q), Lb(−2q)
]
F
(+4q)
ab =
1
igYM
[
L
(+2q)
a , L
(+2q)
b
]
(3.22)
with gauge coupling constant gYM scaling like (mass)
1
2 . Notice that as far as super-
fields with scaling dimension as (mass)1 are concerned, eqs(3.20) may also contain the
fermionic superfield
Ψ(+5q)a =
1
igYM
[
D(+3q), L(+2q)a
]
(3.23)
it is constrained to be equal to zero in our construction. The above fermionic and bosonic
gauge covariant superfields obey as well constraint relations; in particular
D(+3q)Ψ(−3q) = 2J(0) −D(−q)a Ψa(+q)
D(+3q)Eab(−4q) = La(−2q)Ψb(+q) − Lb(−2q)Ψa(+q)
D(+3q)Φ(+q)ab = F(+4q)ab
(3.24)
and remarkably
D(+3q)Ψa(+q) = 0
D(+3q)F(+4q)ab = 0
L
(+2q)
b Ψ
(−3q) = La(−2q)Φ(+q)ab
(3.25)
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To deal with these constraint relations, it is helpful to use the following θ- expansions
Ψa(+q) = ψa(+q) + θ(−3q)fa(+4q)
Ψ(−3q) = ψ(−3q) + θ(−3q)F (0)
Φ
(+q)
ab = φ
(+q)
ab + θ
(−3q)F (+4q)ab
J(0) = F (0) + θ(−3q)∇(+2q)a ψa(+q)
Eab(−4q) = Fab(−4q) + θ(−3q)
[
∇a(−2q)ψb(+q) −∇b(−2q)ψa(+q)
]
F
(+4q)
ab = F (+4q)ab + θ(−3q)κ(+7q)ab
(3.26)
with the fields
ψ(−3q), ψa(+q) (3.27)
being the twisted fermionic fields of eqs(2.54); the bosonic fields fa(+4q) and F (0) scaling
as (mas)
3
2 are auxiliary fields; and finally
F (0) , Fab(−4q) , F (+4q)ab (3.28)
are as follows
F (+4q)ab = 1igYM
[
∇(+2q)a ,∇(+2q)b
]
Fab(−4q) = 1
igYM
[
∇a(−2q),∇b(−2q)
]
F (0) = 1
igYM
[
∇(+2q)a ,∇a(−2q)
]
(3.29)
with the gauge covariant ∇a(−2q), ∇(+2q)a derivatives given by
∇a(−2q) = ∂a(−2q) + igYMGa(−2q)
∇(+2q)a = ∂(+2q)a + igYMG(+2q)a
(3.30)
with G(+2q)a , Ga(−2) as in (2.54).
We also have the relations
∇(+2q)a ψa(+q) = ∂(+2q)a ψa(+q) + igYM
[
G(+2q)a , ψa(+q)
]
∇a(−2q)ψb(+q) = ∂a(−2q)ψb(+q) + igYM
[
Ga(−2q), ψb(+q)
] (3.31)
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Notice that the constraint relation D(+3q)Ψa(+q) = 0, which by using the gauge fixing
described in the appendix reads also like
D(+3q)Ψa(+q) = 0 (3.32)
is solved as follows
Ψa(+q) = ψa(+q) , fa(+4q) = 0
(3.33)
This solution shows that ψa(+q) is a supersymmetric invariant field in agreement with
the θ- expansion of the the gauge superfield V a(−2q) involved in (3.10),
Ua(−2q) = Ga(−2q) + θ(−3q)ψa(+q) (3.34)
Similarly, we have for the constraint D(+3q)F
(+q)
ab = 0, the following
F
(+4q)
ab = F (+4q)ab , κ(+7q)ab = 0 (3.35)
showing that F (+q)ab is a supersymmetric invariant field in agreement with the θ- expansion
of the the gauge superfield Υ
(−q)
a involved in eqs(3.10) namely
Υ
(−q)
a = γ
(−q)
a + θ
(−3q)G(+2q)a (3.36)
From this relation, we also learn that G(+2q)a is supersymmetric invariant and so the
superfield V
(+2q)
a appearing in (3.10) has no θ
(−3q) dependence and then should be as
V (+2q)a = G(+2q)a (3.37)
Regarding the constraint relation L
(+2q)
b Ψ
(−3q) = La(−2q)Φ(+q)ab , we use the θ- expansions
of the superfields to end, on one hand, with
L
(+2q)
b Ψ
(−3q) = ∂(+2q)b Ψ
(−3q) + igYM
[
G(+2q)a ,Ψ(−3q)
]
= ∇(+2q)a ψ(−3q) + igYMθ(−3q)∇(+2q)a F (0)
(3.38)
and, on the other hand, with
La(−2q)Φ(+q)ab = ∂
a(−2q)Φ(+q)ab + igYM
[
Ua(−2q),Φ(+q)ab
]
= ∇a(−2q)φ(+q)ab + igYMθ(−3q)
([
Ga(−2q),F (+4q)ab
]
+
{
ψa(+q), φ
(+q)
ab
})
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By equating, we obtain
∇(+2q)b ψ(−3q) = ∇a(−2q)φ(+q)ab[
G(+2q)b , F (0)
]
=
[
Ga(−2q),F (+4q)ab
]
+
{
ψa(+q), φ
(+q)
ab
} (3.39)
Under gauge transformations with matrix element g chosen, for simplicity, as
g = g
(
z, z¯, ϑa(+q)
)
, D(+3q) g = 0
(3.40)
the superfields (3.20) satisfy
Ψ(−3q) → gΨ(−3q)g−1
Φ
(+q)
ab → gΦ(+q)ab g
−1 (3.41)
and
Eab(−4q) → gEab(−4q)g−1
J(0) → gJ(0)g−1 (3.42)
3.2.2 Supersymmetric transformations
First, we give the supersymmetric transformations of the on shell degrees of freedom of
eq(2.54); then we consider the transformations of a particular set of off shell ones.
• On shell multiplet
Using the equations of motion of the on shell twisted fields; in particular∇(+2q)a ψa(+q) =
0 and ∇(+2q)a ψ(−3q) = 0, we can write down the supersymmetric transformations
generated by the scalar operator Q(+3q); they are given by
Q(+3q)Ga(−2q) = ψa(+q)
Q(+3q)ψa(+q) = 0
Q(+3q)G(+2q)a = 0
Q(+3q)ψ(−3q) = F (0)
Q(+3q)F (0) = ∇(+2q)a ψa(+q) = 0
(3.43)
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where we used
F (0) = ∂(+2q)a Ga(−2q) − ∂a(−2q)G(+2q)a + igYM
[G(+2q)a ,Ga(−2q)] (3.44)
• Off shell case
A set of off shell degrees of freedom is as in eqs(3.20-3.26); the supersymmetric
transformations of the fields are therefore given by
Q(+3q)ψ(−3q) = F (0)
Q(+3q)F (0) = 0
Q(+3q)φ
(+q)
ab = F (+4q)ab
Q(+3q)F (+4q)ab = 0
(3.45)
where F (0) is an auxiliary field; and
Q(+3q)Fab(−4q) = ψab(−q)
Q(+3q)ψab(−q) = 0
Q(+3q)F (0) = ∇(+2q)a ψa(+q)
Q(+3q)∇(+2q)a ψa(+q) = 0
(3.46)
where we have set
ψab(−q) = ∇a(−2q)ψb(+q) −∇b(−2q)ψa(+q) (3.47)
4 Action in superspace
The action of twisted fields of chiral 3D N = 4 supersymmetry, exhibiting manifestly
the scalar supercharge Q(+3q), reads in superspace like
Ltwist =
(∫
dθ(−3q)L(−3q)
)
ϑ=0
,
(4.1)
with lagrangian superdensity L(−3q) depending on the Grassman variable θ(−3q); but also
on
ϑa(+q) , (4.2)
Because of the role played by the supersymmetric generator D(−q)a in our construction;
eg (3.21-3.24) and appendix, the dependence into the ϑa(+q) is implicit; and is killed at
the end after performing integration with respect to θ(−3q).
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4.1 Lagrangian superdensity
The general form of the fermionic superdensity L(−3q) scaling as (mass) 52 one may con-
struct out of the set of gauge covariant superfields (3.20) is as follows
L(−3q) = α1Tr
[
Ψ(−3q)D(+3q)Ψ(−3q)
]
+ α2Tr
[
Ψ(−3q)J(0)
]
+
α3Tr
[
εabcΨ
a(+q)Ebc(−4q)
]
+
α4Tr
[
Φ
(+q)
ab E
ab(−4q)
]
+
ν
FI
Tr
[
Ψ(−3q)
]
(4.3)
where the αi’s are normalization numbers and the coupling scaling as (mass)
3
2
ν
FI
(4.4)
is a Fayet-Iliopoulous coupling constant. This term breaks scalar supersymmetry; it will
be dropped out below.
Notice that the integration of with respect to the Grassamn variable of
ν
FI
∫
dθ(−3q) Tr
[
Ψ(−3q)
]
(4.5)
leads in general to
ν
FI
Tr
(
F (0)
)
= ν
FI
dimU(N)∑
A=1
F
(0)
A Tr
(T A) (4.6)
which does’nt vanish due to the abelian gauge subsymmetry
U (1) =
U (N)
SU (N)
(4.7)
In the above relation, the matrices T A stand for the generators of U (N).
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4.2 Component field action
Using the θ- expansions (3.26-3.35) and integrating with respect to the Grassman variable
θ(−3q); we obtain
Ltwist = α1Tr
[
F (0)F (0)
]
+ α2Tr
[
F (0)F (0)]
−α2Tr
[
ψ(−3q)∇(+2q)a ψa(+q)
]
+2α3Tr
[
εabcψ
a(+q)∇b(−2q)ψc(+q)
]
+α4Tr
[
F (+4q)ab Fab(−4q)
]
−α4Tr
[
φ
(+q)
ab
[
∇a(−2q)ψb(+q) −∇b(−2q)ψa(+q)
]]
(4.8)
Notice that the terms with coefficients α1, α2, α4 are manifestly invariant with respect
to the scalar supersymmetric transformations. However the variation of the term
Tr
[
εabcψ
a(+q)∇b(−2q)ψc(+q)
]
(4.9)
leads to
Tr
[
εabc
{
ψa(+q),
{
ψb(+q), ψc(+q)
}}]
(4.10)
or equivalently
1
3
εabcψ
a(+q)
A
(
∇b(−2q)ψc(+q)
)
B
ψ
c(+q)
C Tr
([T A, [T B, T C]]+ cyclic perm)
which vanishes identically due to Jacobi-Identity.
Notice that the component field action (4.8) can be rewritten in a more convenient form
by eliminating φ
(+q)
ab through the constraint relation
∇(+2q)b ψ(−3q) = ∇a(−2q)φ(+q)ab (4.11)
following from the superfield constraint eqs(3.25-3.39) namely
L
(+2q)
b Ψ
(−3q) = La(−2q)Φ(+q)ab (4.12)
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Indeed, starting from
Tr
(
φ
(+q)
ab ∇a(−2q)ψb(+q)
)
= Tr
(
φ
(+q)
ab ∂
a(−2q)ψb(+q)
)
igYMTr
(
φ
(+q)
ab
[
Ga(−2q), ψb(+q)
])
(4.13)
and integrating by part, we get up to a total divergence,
Tr
(
φ
(+q)
ab ∇a(−2q)ψb(+q)
)
= −Tr
[(
∇a(−2q)φ(+q)ab
)
ψb(+q)
]
= −Tr
[
ψb(+q)∇(+2q)b ψ(−3q)
] (4.14)
By substituting back into (4.8), we end with the lagrangian density
Ltwist = α1Tr
[
F (0)F (0)
]
+ α2Tr
[
F (0)F (0)]
+α4Tr
[
F (+4q)ab Fab(−4q)
]
+ (α2 + 2α4)Tr
[
ψa(+q)∇(+2q)a ψ(−3q)
]
+2α3Tr
[
εabcψ
a(+q)∇b(−2q)ψc(+q)
]
(4.15)
Eliminating the auxiliary field F (0) through its equation of motion
F (0) = − α2
2α1
F (0) (4.16)
and putting back into the lagrangian density, we end with
Ltwist = α4Tr
[
F (+4q)ab Fab(−4q)
]
− (α2)2
4α1
Tr
[F (0)F (0)]
+ (α2 + 2α4)Tr
[
ψa(+q)∇(+2q)a ψ(−3q)
]
+2α3Tr
[
εabcψ
a(+q)∇b(−2q)ψc(+q)
]
(4.17)
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with scaling mass dimension (mass)3. Notice that the YM coupling constant gYM is
within the gauge covariant derivatives ∇(+2q)a , ∇a(−2q) and the field strengths F (+4q)ab ,
Fab(−4q) as shown on eqs(3.29-3.30).
5 Twisted 3D N = 4 SYM theory on lattice
In all what follows, we focuss on the study of twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric YM on
particular 3- dimensional lattice Lsu3×u13D . This crystal is given by the fibration
Lu11D → Lsu3×u13D
↓
Lsu32D = A∗2
(5.1)
with the two following components:
(i) the base sublattice Lsu32D given by A∗2, the dual of the 2-dimensional root lattice A2
that is associated with the SU (3) symmetry [33, 34]; and
(ii) the fiber Lu11D associated with the U (1) factor of the symmetry SU (3)× U (1), it is
a 1-dimensional lattice with direction normal to A∗2.
To fix the ideas, Lsu3×u13D will be realized as a twist of the 3- dimensional lattice A∗3; the
dual to the 3D root lattice A3 generated by the 3 simple roots of SU (4); that is:
Lsu3×u13D ∼ twist of A∗3 (5.2)
Notice that the A∗3 crystal is generated by the 3 fundamental weight of SO (6) ≃ SU (4);
and the twist of A∗3 we are looking for is the one induced by the breaking mode
SU (4) → SU (3)× U (1) (5.3)
For the explicit engineering of Lsu3×u13D ; see next section; in due time let us focus on
building the lattice analogue of the twist field of continuum.
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5.1 Tensor fields on lattice Lsu3×u13D
In this subsection, we study the discretization of the twisted 3D N = 4 SYM theory to
the lattice Lsu3×u13D of (5.1) by first focussing on the projection of this gauge theory on
the base sublattice
Lsu32D = A∗2
The implementation of the effect of the fiber Lu11D will be considered later on.
5.1.1 Discretizing continuum
We begin by considering real scalar fields and then real tensor ones living on 3D space.
After that, we give the extension to complex space and complex fields appearing in the
formulation 3D N = 4 SYM theory given in previous sections.
1) Discretizing space
In the discretization of the real 3D continuum space, generic points P with local coor-
dinates (xµ) = (x, y, z) get mapped to lattice nodes
N =N (n1, n2, n3)
described by 3- dimensional integral position vectors
~Rn
In the example of a simple cubic lattice with spacing parameter L, the nodes N are
represented by
~Rn = xn~e1 + yn~e2 + zn~e3 (5.4)
with ~ei the usual canonical basis obeying
~ei.~ej = δij
Each site ~Rn in this simple lattice has 6 first nearest neighbors located at
~Rn ± L~e1 , ~Rn ± L~e2 , ~Rn ± L~e3 (5.5)
In the case of the lattice Lsu3×u13D with an SU (3)×U (1) symmetry, the site positions ~Rn
are given by
~Rn = n1~L1 + n2~L2 + n3~L3
n = (n1, n2, n3)
(5.6)
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with the basis ~Li satisfying a non trivial 3× 3 intersection matrix
J su3×u1ij = ~Li.~Lj
~Rn. ~Rm = niJ su3×u1ij mj
(5.7)
capturing the shape of the crystal Lsu3×u13D .
The intersection matrix J su3×u1ij has a set of features; in particular the 2 following useful
ones.
(a) the matrix J su3×u1ij is exactly given by
J su3×u1ij =


2
3
+ q2 1
3
+ 2q2 3q2
1
3
+ 2q2 2
3
+ 4q2 6q2
3q2 6q2 9q2

 (5.8)
It depends on the number q that encodes the charges of the twisted supersymmetric
YM fields under the abelian U (1) symmetry of (5.3) and moreover defines the
fibration (2.33).
(b) In the particular and remarkable case q = 0, the intersection matrix J su3×u1ij reduces
to the singular matrix
(J su3×u1ij )q=0 =
(
J su3ij 0
0 0
)
(5.9)
with
J su3ij =
1
3
(
2 1
1 2
)
(5.10)
This singular case corresponds exactly to the projection of sites
~R(n1,n2,n3) (5.11)
in the 3- dimensional Lsu3×u13D onto sites
~r(n1,n2) (5.12)
in the base sublattice
A∗2
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This means that site positions in Lsu3×u13D depend on the parameter q; and so can
be parameterized like
~R
(q)
(n1,n2,n3)
=
(
~r(n1,n2)
qZn3
)
(5.13)
with third component belonging to the fiber,
Zn3 ∈ Lu11D , Lu11D ≃ qZ (5.14)
The same property is valid for the ~Li basis generators; they depend on the charge
q and may be decomposed as well like
~L
(q)
1 =
(
~l1
q
)
, ~L
(q)
2 =
(
~l2
2q
)
, ~L
(q)
3 =
(
~0
3q
)
(5.15)
with the 2-dimensional vectors ~rn giving the sites in the base sublattice A
∗
2
~rn = n1~l1 + n2~l2
n = (n1, n2)
(5.16)
So the case q = 0 define a projection from Lsu3×u13D down to the base A∗2; we have
~R
(0)
n =
(
~rn
0
)
(5.17)
2) Discrete field variables
• scalar fields
Under discretization of the real 3D continuum space into Lsu3×u13D , local scalar fields
Φ (x) of the continuum get mapped to an infinite set of discrete variables
Φ (Rn) = Φ
(q)
(n1,n2,n3)
≡ Φ(q)n
(5.18)
living at the lattice nodes
Rn, n = (n1, n2, n3) ∈ Z3
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The variables Φ
(q)
n may have either an even statistics or an odd one depending
on whether Φ (x) is bosonic or fermionic. In the case of twisted 3D N = 4 su-
persymmetric YM, odd variables are given by the twisted fermion ψ(−3q) and the
Grassman variable θ(−3q).
• antisymmetric p-tensors
Real p- form fields T[p] (x) in continuum
T[p] = 1p!dxµ1 ∧ dxµ2 ... ∧ dxµp Tµ1...µp (5.19)
are associated with p- dimensional plaquettes in the lattice. In the case of Lsu3×u13D ,
we have vectors and and their duals namely the rank 2 antisymmetric tensors; rank
3 antisymmetric tensors are dual to scalars. So we have
fields → p-plaquettes
T sites
Tµ 1d- links
Tµν 2d- plaquettes ∼ 1d- links
(5.20)
Let us illustrate the construction on the particular case of the gradient ∂µΦ (x) .
To get the discrete expression representing ∂µΦ (x) on the lattice Lsu3×u13D , it is
useful to consider
dΦ (x) = dxµ∂µΦ (x)
(5.21)
which is a particular 1-form in 3D. This differential, which involves the operator
d = dxµ∂µ, behaves as a scalar under SO (3) and is related to Φ (x) by
dΦ (~x) = lim
d~x→~0
[Φ (~x+ d~x)− Φ (~x)] (5.22)
In the standard case of a simple cubic lattice with spacing parameter L, the arbi-
trary elementary variations d~x of the 3-dimensional continuum are given by the 6
first nearest neighbors namely
±L~e1 , ±L~e2 , ±L~e3 (5.23)
In the case of discretization of space to the Lsu3×u13D of eq(5.3), vectors ~x in con-
tinuum are mapped to ~R
(q)
n and the elementary variations d~x are mapped to first
nearest neighbors of ~R
(q)
n ; that is
~x+ d~x → ~R(q)n + ~V (q)I (5.24)
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with
~V
(q)
I =
(
~υI
qZI
)
(5.25)
and the 6 non zero ~υI ’s as
~υi =
(
υ1i
υ2i
)
, i = 1, ..., 6 (5.26)
referring to the first nearest neighbors of the base sublattice A∗2. So the 3D crystal
analogue of dΦ (x) is given by
ΦI (Rn) = Φ(Rn + V
(q)
I )− Φ (Rn) (5.27)
with projection on the A∗2 base sublattice corresponding to q = 0 as follows
φI (~rn) = φ (~rn + ~υI)− φ (~rn) (5.28)
where the ~υI ’s are as in (5.25). For later use, it is convenient to denote φI (~rn) like
φI (~rn) = φrn→(rn+υI ) ≡ φn,I (5.29)
5.1.2 First result
From eqs(5.27-5.28), we learn a set of useful features that we collect below:
• the field ∂µΦ (x) is mapped to link variables
Φ
(q)
n,I (5.30)
living on edges of the 3D crystal Lsu3×u13D .
For q = 0, the link variables Φ
(q)
n,I are projected down to
φn,I (5.31)
living on the A∗2 the edge −−−→
PrnP rn+υI ∼ υ˜I (5.32)
• the analogue of the gauge field Aµ (x) on the lattice Lsu3×u13D is given by the link
variables
UI(R(q)n ) = U (q)n,I (5.33)
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with projection on the A∗2 base sublattice as
UI (~rn) = Un,I (5.34)
living on the links (5.32).
The usual gauge transformation in continuum withG a generic gauge group element
∂µ + igYMAµ (x)→ G (x) [∂µ + igYMAµ (x)]G† (x) (5.35)
is mapped to
UI(R(q)n ) → G(R(q)n )UI(R(q)n )G†(R(q)n + VI)
(5.36)
On the A∗2 base sublattice, these transformations reduce to
UI (~rn) → G (~rn)UI (~rn)G† (~rn + ~υI)
(5.37)
• the discrete analogue of the field strength Fµν (x) is given by the plaquette variables
W[IJ ]
(
R
(q)
n
)
= W(q)
n,[IJ ], I 6= J (5.38)
which is dual to 1-dimensional link. On the A∗2 base sublattice, these variables are
projected to the 2- dimensional plaquette variables
W[IJ ] (rn) = Wn,[IJ ], I 6= J (5.39)
associated with −−−→
PrnP rn+υI ∧
−−−→
PrnP rn+υJ ∼ υ˜I ∧ υ˜J (5.40)
This plaquette has 4 vertices located at
Prn ∼ ~rn , Prn+υI ∼ ~rn + ~υI
Prn+υJ ∼ ~rn + ~υJ , Prn+υI+υJ ∼ ~rn + ~υI + ~υJ
(5.41)
and has an interpretation in terms of the vector surface ~sIJ = ~υI ∧ ~υJ with com-
ponents
s
µ
IJ =
1
2
εµνρυ
µ
I υ
ρ
J (5.42)
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• Non abelian U (N) gauge fields
In the case of YM theory with non abelian U (N) gauge symmetry, the fields are
valued in the adjoint representation of the Lie algebra of the gauge symmetry; so
the gradient ∂µΦ (x) and the field strength Fµν involve gauge covariant derivatives
DµΦ = ∂µΦ + [Aµ,Φ]
Fµν = [Dµ, Dν ]
(5.43)
By discretization, DµΦ (x) and Fµν (x) are respectively mapped to discrete N ×N
matrix variables
Φ
(q)
I (Rn) , W(p)IJ (~rn) (5.44)
carrying moreover charges under U (1). On the base sublattice A∗2 where q = 0,
these quantities become
ΦI (~rn) = UI (~rn) Φ (~rn + ~υI)− Φ (~rn)UI (~rn)
WIJ (~rn) = UI (~rn)UJ (~rn + ~υI)− UJ (~rn)UI (~rn + ~υJ)
(5.45)
5.2 Complex extension and orientation
In the case of the complex 3D space, on which the 3-dimensional twisted N = 4 super-
symmetric YM has been formulated, one distinguishes two kinds of quantities:
• complex antisymmetric tensor fields of type B(q)a1...ap transforming in some complex
representation Rq of SU (3)× U (1) ,
• the adjoint fields B(−q)a1...ap transforming in the adjoint conjugate R¯−q.
On the lattice Lsu3×u13D , these objects are interpreted in terms of oriented p-simplex. To
that purpose, recall the objects appearing in the field action (4.8-4.17); there, we have
bosons and fermions: In the bosonic sector, each object have an adjoint as shown below
Object Adjoint
za(−2q) z¯(+2q)a
dza(−2q) dz¯(+2q)a
Ga(−2q) G¯(+2q)a
∇a(−2q) ∇(+2q)a
Fab(−4q) F¯ (+4q)ab
(5.46)
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and so both orientations of bosonic link variables are involved; contrary to the chiral
fermionic sector
Object Adjoint
θ(−3q) -
ϑa(+q) -
ψ(−3q) -
ψa(+) -
∇a(−2q)ψb(+) -
∇(+2q)a ψa(+) -
(5.47)
where we have only one orientation for fermionic lattice link variables.
To study the discrete version of (4.8-4.17), we proceed in two steps:
a) step 1 : we describe lattice theory living on the 2-dimensional A∗2 given by fig 2.
Figure 2: the lattice A∗2 generated by the 2 basic weight vectors ~ω1, ~ω2 of SU (3). Green
nodes are associated with the lattice variable ψ(−3q)n ; red nodes with ψ
I(+q)
n and blue
nodes with the lattice gauge variables (U
I(−2q)
n , U
(+2q)
In ). More precisely ψ
I(+q)
n transforms
into the representation 3; it is given by the link from Green to red nodes. Similarly,
U
I(−2q)
n ; it transforms in the 3 representation and is given by links from the blue to the
green nodes while U
(+2q)
In transforms in the adjoint 3¯ and is given by links from the green
to the blue sites.
b) step 2 : we extend the construction from A∗2 to the 3-dimensional lattice Lsu3×u13D by
implementing the fiber direction Lu11D. This corresponds to unfolding the normal direction
to A∗2 as illustrated on fig 3.
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Figure 3: the 3D lattice Lsu3×u13D given by a Lsu32D ×Lu11D fibration with 2D base sublattice
given by A∗2 and 1D fiber Lu11D isomorphic to Z, the set of integers. The superposition
of the 3 sublattices G, R and B making A∗2 as given by eq(5.57) is lifted. Sheets with
Q = 3q corresponds to the sublattice G, sheets with Q = q to the sublattice R and those
with Q = 2q to the sublattice B.
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5.2.1 twisted supersymmetric YM on A∗2
The lattice A∗2 is generated by the 2 fundamental weight vectors ~ω1, ~ω2 of the Lie algebra
of the simple SU (3) symmetry. These are non canonical vectors obeying
~ωi.~ωi =
2
3
,
(
~̂ω1, ~ω2
)
= π
6 (5.48)
Each site ~rn in A
∗
2 ( say a green site of fig 2 ) has 6 first nearest neighbors located at
~rn + ~υi and which can be organized into 2 subsets, each having 3 elements like
~υ1 = L
√
3
2
~ω1
~υ2 = L
√
3
2
(~ω2 − ~ω1)
~υ3 = −L
√
3
2
~ω2
(5.49)
and
~υ′1 = −~υ1
~υ′2 = −~υ2
~υ′3 = −~υ3
(5.50)
Notice that each triplet obeys a traceless property
~υ1 + ~υ2 + ~υ3 = ~0
~υ′1 + ~υ
′
2 + ~υ
′
3 = ~0
(5.51)
Notice also that the set G of (green) sites ~rn at the centre of the hexagons of fig 2 form
a sublattice of A∗2 generated by the particular vectors
~α1 = 2~ω1 − ~ω2
~α2 = ~ω1 − 2~ω2
(5.52)
This means that green sites are related amongst others as
~rm =
∑
m1,m2
m1~α1 +m2~α2 ,
(5.53)
and form a sublattice
G ≡ {~rm}green sites
which is nothing but A2, the root lattice of SU (3). So we have the isomorphism
G ≃ A2 (5.54)
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Notice moreover that, because of the symmetric role played by the 3 types of nodes
(green, red, blue in fig 2), the same thing may be said about the set R of red sites and
the set B of blue ones. In other words the set R is isomorphic to a root lattice of SU(3)
and similarly the set B is isomorphic as well to a root lattice of SU(3). Thus we have
the isomorphisms
R ≃ A2 , B ≃ A2 (5.55)
and formally
R ≃ G+ ~ω1 , B ≃ G + ~ω2 (5.56)
From this representation, it follows that the lattice A∗2 is made by the superposition of
the 3 sublattices G, R and B or equivalently
A∗2 = G ∪R ∪B (5.57)
For more details on the matrix describing the shape of the 2- dimensional base lattice
A∗2; see subsection 5.
Under discretization of continuum, we have the following correspondence
continuum crystal A∗2
(z, z¯) ~rn
z + dz ~rn + ~υI
z¯ + dz¯ ~rn − ~υI
(5.58)
with n = (n1, n2) arbitrary integers; and where ~υI stand for the 3 oriented first nearest
neighbors given by (5.49). Observe that complex conjugation is captured by the change
of the orientation of ~υI .
Regarding the lattice analogue of the twist fields in continuum, we have the following
dictionary:
(i) bosonic fields :
continuum crystal A∗2
Ga (z, z¯) U In
G¯a (z, z¯) U †n,I
Fab (z, z¯) W IJn
F¯ab (z, z¯) W †n,IJ
F ba (z, z¯) W Jn,I
(5.59)
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with
U In = U
I (~rn)
U
†
n,I = U
†
I (~rn)
W IJn = U
I (~rn)U
J (~rn + ~υI)− UJ (~rn)U I (~rn + ~υJ)
W
†
n,IJ = U
†
J (~rn + ~υI)U
†
I (~rn)− U †I (~rn + ~υJ)U †J (~rn)
(5.60)
and
W In,I = U
I (~rn)U
†
I (~rn)− U †I (~rn − ~υI)U I (~rn − ~υI) (5.61)
(ii) fermionic fields :
continuum crystal A∗2
ψ (z, z¯) ψn
ψa (z, z¯) ψIn
∇aψb ψIJn
∇¯aψa ψIn,I
(5.62)
with
ψn = ψ (~rn)
ψIn = ψ
I (~rn)
ψIJn = ψ
IJ (~rn)
ψIn,I = ψ
I
I (~rn)
(5.63)
and
ψIJ (~rn) = U
I (~rn)ψ
J (~rn + ~υI)− ψJ (~rn)U I (~rn + ~υJ)
ψII (~rn) = ψ
I (~rn)U
†
I (~rn)− U †I (~rn − ~υI)ψI (~rn − ~υI)
(5.64)
The U (N) gauge transformations with generic unitary N ×N matrix G (~rn) act on the
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lattice fields as follows
field → gauge transform
U In G (~rn)U
I (~rn)G
† (~rn + ~υI)
U
†
n,I G (~rn + ~υI)U
†
I (~rn)G
† (~rn)
W IJn G (~rn)W
IJ
n G
† (~rn + ~υI + ~υJ)
W
†
n,IJ G (~rn + ~υI + ~υJ)W
IJ
n G
† (~rn)
ψ (~rn) G (~rn)ψ (~rn)G
† (~rn)
ψI (~rn) G (~rn)ψ
I (~rn)G
† (~rn + ~υI)
ψIJ (~rn) G (~rn)ψ
IJ (~rn)G
† (~rn + ~υI + ~υJ)
ψII (~rn) G (~rn)ψ
I
I (~rn)G
† (~rn)
(5.65)
(5.66)
Using these gauge transformations, one can check that the following couplings
(i) : Tr
[
ψ (~rn)ψ
I
I (~rn)
]
(ii) : −1
2
εIJKTr
[
ψK (~rn − ~υK)ψIJ (~rn)
] (5.67)
are gauge invariant provided we have
G† (~rn + ~υI + ~υJ)G (~rn − ~υK) = I (5.68)
But this constraint equation requires
~υI + ~υJ + ~υK = ~0 (5.69)
which, up on using the antisymmetry property of the tensor εIJK, can be also written as
~υ1 + ~υ2 + ~υ3 = ~0 (5.70)
This constraint relation is identically satisfied for the lattice A∗2 as shown by eq(5.51).
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5.2.2 action of twisted supersymmetric YM on A∗2
Using the above dictionary giving the analogue of fields in continuum to lattice variables
on Lsu3×u13D , we can work out the action of twisted supersymmetric YM on the base
sublattice A∗2. This action may decomposed in 2 parts as
Slattice = Sboselattice + Sfermilattice (5.71)
where Sboselattice involving bosonic degrees of freedom and Sfermilattice describing lattice fermionic
variables coupled to the gauge link variables.
(α) Bosonic term
Under discretization, the bosonic part of the field action in continuum namely
Sbosecont = α4
∫
Tr
[
F (+4q)ab Fab(−4q)
]
− (α2)2
4α1
∫
Tr
[F (0)F (0)] (5.72)
gets mapped to the following gauge invariant lattice one
Sboselatt = α4
∑
A∗2
Tr
(
W IJn W
†
n,IJ
)
− (α2)2
4α1
∑
A∗2
Tr
(
W
(0)
n W
†(0)
n
)
(5.73)
with
W IJn W
†
n,IJ = P1 + P2 − P3 − P4
W
(0)
n W
†(0)
n = R1 +R2 −R3 −R4
(5.74)
and
P1 = U I (~rn)UJ (~rn + ~υI)U †J (~rn + ~υI)U †I (~rn)
P2 = UJ (~rn)U I (~rn + ~υJ)U †I (~rn + ~υJ)U †J (~rn)
P3 = UJ (~rn)U I (~rn + ~υJ)U †J (~rn + ~υI)U †I (~rn)
P4 = U I (~rn)UJ (~rn + ~υI)U †I (~rn + ~υJ)U †J (~rn)
(5.75)
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as well as
R1 = U I (~rn)U †I (~rn)UJ (~rn)U †J (~rn)
R2 = U †I (~rn − ~υI)U I (~rn − ~υI)U †J (~rn − ~υJ)UJ (~rn − ~υJ)
R3 = U I (~rn)U †I (~rn)U †J (~rn − ~υJ)UJ (~rn − ~υJ)
R4 = U †I (~rn − ~υI)U I (~rn − ~υI)UJ (~rn)U †J (~rn)
(5.76)
(β) fermionic term
For the fermionic terms, the analogue of
Sfermicont (α2 + 2α4)
∫
Tr
[
ψa(+q)∇(+2q)a ψ(−3q)
]
+2α3
∫
Tr
[
εabcψ
a(+q)∇b(−2q)ψc(+q)
] (5.77)
is given by the following gauge invariant expression
Sfermilatt = (α2 + 2α4)
∑
A∗2
Tr
[
ψ (~rn)ψ
I (~rn)U
†
I (~rn)
]
+
(α2 + 2α4)
∑
A∗2
Tr
[
ψ (~rn)U
†
I (~rn − ~υI)ψI (~rn − ~υI)
]
+2α3
∑
A∗2
εIJKTr
[
ψK (~rn − ~υK)ψIJ (~rn)
]
(5.78)
with ψIJ (~rn) as in eq(5.64).
6 Twisted theory on the 3D lattice
First, we construct the 3D lattice by giving further details on the base sublattice A∗2;
and the fiber Lu11D. Then we turn to derive the gauge invariant lattice action of twisted
supersymmetric YM theory on Lsu3×u13D .
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6.1 More on the base sublattice A∗2
The base sublattice A∗2 is generated by the 2 fundamental weight vectors ~ω1, ~ω2 of SU (3).
These fundamental weight vectors, having the length 2
3
and angle (ω̂1, ω2) =
π
6
, are the
dual of the 2 simple roots ~α1, ~α2 of SU (3),
~ωi.~αj = δij (6.1)
Below, we take ~ω1, ~ω2 and ~α1, ~α2 in the real plane as follows
~ω1 =
(√
2
2
,
√
6
6
)
, ~ω2 =
(
0,
√
6
3
)
~α1 =
(√
2, 0
)
, ~α2 =
(
−
√
2
2
,
√
6
2
) (6.2)
They are related to each other like
~α1 = 2~ω1 − ~ω2
~α2 = 2~ω2 − ~ω1
(6.3)
and
~ω1 =
1
3
(2~α1 + ~α2)
~ω2 =
1
3
(~α1 + 2~α2) (6.4)
The vectors ~α1, ~α2 generate A2; the root lattice of SU (3).
~rn ∈ A2 ⇔ ~rn =
∑
n,m
n~α1 +m~α2
=
∑
n,m
(2n−m) ~ω1 + (2m− n) ~ω2
Using ~ω1, ~ω2, position vectors ~rn of sites in the wight lattice A
∗
2 are expanded like
~rn =
√
3
2
L ~ω(n1,n2) (6.5)
with
~ω(n1,n2) = n1~ω1 + n2~ω2 (6.6)
and where L stands for the spacing parameter of the lattice and n = (n1, n2) are arbitrary
integers. Using (6.4), we also have
~rn =
√
3
2
L
(2n1 + n2)
3
~α1 +
√
3
2
L
(n1 + 2n2)
3
~α2 (6.7)
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The architecture of the sites of the A∗2 crystal is encoded into the intersection matrix
Jsu3ij = ~ωi.~ωj (6.8)
given by
Jsu3ij =
1
3
(
2 1
1 2
)
(6.9)
with inverse
Ksu3ij =
(
2 −1
−1 2
)
, Ksu3ij = ~αi.~αj (6.10)
classifying closest neighbors
Each site ~rn in the base lattice A
∗
2 has (3 + 3) first nearest neighbors and 6 second nearest
ones; they are as follows:
• 6 first nearests
Up to a scaling factor L, the first nearest neighbors are given by
~λ1 = ~ω1
~λ2 = ~ω2 − ~ω1
~λ3 = −~ω2
(6.11)
and
~ζ1 = ~ω2
~ζ2 = ~ω1 − ~ω2
~ζ3 = −~ω1
(6.12)
obeying the identities
~λ1 + ~λ2 + ~λ3 = ~0
~ζ1 +
~ζ2 +
~ζ3 = ~0 (6.13)
As an illustration on fig 2, choose as a node the green site at ~rn, its first nearest
neighbors (6.11) are given by the red sites; and those of associated with (6.12) are
given by the blue ones.
• 6 second nearest
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The 6 second nearest neighbors are given by
~ω(2,−1) = +2~ω1 − ~ω2
~ω(1,1) = +~ω1 + ~ω2
~ω(−1,2) = −~ω1 + 2~ω2
~ω(−2,1) = −2~ω1 + ~ω2
~ω(−1,−1) = −~ω1 − ~ω2
~ω(1,−2) = +~ω1 − 2~ω2
(6.14)
and are nothing but the six roots of the SU (3) namely
±~α1 , ±~α2 , ± (~α1 + ~α2)
(6.15)
As an illustration on fig 2, each green site ~rn has 6 nearest neighbors located at
~rn ± L~α1 , ~rn ± L~α2 , ~rn ± L (~α1 + ~α2)
(6.16)
Observe also that a generic red site located at
~rn + L~λi , i = 1, 2, 3 (6.17)
has 6 first nearest neighbors given by the red ones located
~rn + L~λi ± L~α1 , ~rn + L~λi ± L~α2 , ~rn + L~λi ± L (~α1 + ~α2) (6.18)
This result may be also checked by computing the relative vector ~Vij between two
nearest sites located at ~rn + L~λi and ~rn + L~λj . We have
~Vij =
(
~rn + L~λi
)
−
(
~rn + L~λj
)
= L
(
~λi − ~λj
)
(6.19)
which, by using eqs(6.12-6.14), the 6 vectors ~λi − ~λj are precisely the 6 roots of
SU (3).
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6.2 Building the lattice Lsu3×u13D
The lattice Lsu3×u13D is a 3-dimensional crystal that may be thought of as given by a
twisting of weight lattice A∗3 of the Lie algebra of the symmetry
SO (6) ≃ SU (4) (6.20)
To build this 3D crystal, we begin by describing the lattice A∗3; after what we turn to
construct Lsu3×u13D .
6.2.1 Construction of the lattice A∗3
The 3- dimensional lattice A∗3 is the dual of the root lattice of SU (4); it is generated by
the 3 fundamental weight vectors of SU (4)
~Ω1 , ~Ω2 , ~Ω3 (6.21)
Using the lattice spacing parameter Lsu4 of the crystal A
∗
3, we can express the positions
~Rn of sites in this lattice as follows
~Rn = Lsu4
√
4
3
~Ω(n1,n2,n3) (6.22)
with
~Ω(n1,n2,n3) = n1~Ω1 + n2~Ω2 + n3~Ω3 (6.23)
where ni are arbitrary integers.
The shape of A∗3 is encoded in the intersection matrix
J su4ij = ~Ωi.~Ωj
given by
J su4ij =


3
4
1
2
1
4
1
2
1 1
2
1
4
1
2
3
4

 (6.24)
The fundamental weight vectors ~Ωi are the dual of the 3 simple roots ~a1, ~a2, ~a3 of SU (4)
obeying
~Ωi.~aj = δij (6.25)
The vectors ~Ωi are also the highest weight vectors of the complex 4, the adjoint conjugate
4¯ and the real 6 dimensional representations of SU (4).
representation : 4 6 4¯
highest weights : ~Ω1 ~Ω2 ~Ω3
(6.26)
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The set of the weight vectors ~Λi defining the states of the complex 4- dimensional highest
weight representations 4 and its conjugate 4¯ are as follows
weight vectors of 4 weight vectors of 4¯
~Λ1 = ~Ω1 ~Λ
′
1 = ~Ω3
~Λ2 = ~Ω2 − ~Ω1 ~Λ′2 = ~Ω2 − ~Ω3
~Λ3 = ~Ω3 − ~Ω2 ~Λ′3 = ~Ω1 − ~Ω2
~Λ4 = −~Ω3 ~Λ′4 = −~Ω1
(6.27)
These quartets obey the following traceless properties
~Λ1 + ~Λ2 + ~Λ3 + ~Λ4 = ~0
~Λ′1 + ~Λ
′
2 +
~Λ′3 + ~Λ
′
4 = ~0
(6.28)
indicating that the sum of the relative positions of the first nearest neighbors should be
equal to zero as schematized on fig 4. Similarly, the set of weight vectors ~Λ′′i of the real
Figure 4: Each site ~Rn in the lattice A
∗
3 has 8 = 4 + 4 first nearest neighbors associated
with the weight vectors ~Λi and ~Λ
′
i. In the figure, 4 sites of the 8 ones are represented
and are related to the Ωi generators as in eqs(6.27).
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6- dimensional representation of SU (4) ≃ SO (6) are given by
~Λ′′1 = ~Ω2
~Λ′′2 = ~Ω1 + ~Ω3 − ~Ω2
~Λ′′3 = ~Ω3 − ~Ω1
~Λ′′4 = ~Ω1 − ~Ω3
~Λ′′5 = ~Ω2 − ~Ω1 − ~Ω3
~Λ′′6 = −~Ω2
(6.29)
(6.30)
satisfying also a traceless property ~Λ′′1 + ... + ~Λ
′′
6 = 0 and having an interpretation in
terms of second nearest neighbors.
6.2.2 The lattice Lsu3×u13D as a twist of A∗3
Under the breaking of SU (4) down to U (1)×SU (3), the representations 4 and 4¯ break
down to [44]
4 → 3+q ⊕ 1−3q
4¯ → 3¯−q ⊕ 1¯+3q
(6.31)
and the weight vectors (6.27) become
weight vectors of 3+q⊕1−3q weight vectors of 3¯−q⊕1+3q
~Λ1 =
(
~λ1,+q
)
~Λ′0 =
(
~0,+3q
)
~Λ2 =
(
~λ2,+q
)
~Λ′1 =
(
~ζ1,−q
)
~Λ3 =
(
~λ3,+q
)
~Λ′2 =
(
~ζ2,−q
)
~Λ0 = (0, 0,−3q) ~Λ′3 =
(
~ζ3,−q
)
(6.32)
where where ~λi, ~ζ i are as in eqs(6.11).
Similarly, we have for the 6-dimensional representation the following decomposition
6 → 3−2q ⊕ 3¯+2q (6.33)
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with weight vectors ~Λ′′i as follows
~Λ′′1 =
(
~ζ1,+2q
)
~Λ′′2 =
(
~ζ2,+2q
)
~Λ′′3 =
(
~ζ3,+2q
)
~Λ′′4 =
(
~λ1,−2q
)
~Λ′′5 =
(
~λ2,−2q
)
~Λ′′6 =
(
~λ3,−2q
)
(6.34)
From these decompositions, we deduce the expressions of the fundamental weight vectors
of U (1)× SU (3) that we denote as ~Γ1, ~Γ2, ~Γ3. These vectors are given by
~Γ1 = (~ω1, q)
~Γ2 = (~ω2, 2q)
~Γ0 = (0, 0, 3q)
(6.35)
with unit charge q to be fixed later. Computing the intersection matrix of these weights
J su3×u1ij = ~Γi.~Γj (6.36)
we find
J su3×u1ij =


2
3
+ q2 1
3
+ 2q2 3q2
1
3
+ 2q2 2
3
+ 4q2 6q2
3q2 6q2 9q2

 (6.37)
with
detJ su3×u1ij = 3q2 (6.38)
and inverse given by
Ksu3×u1ij =

 2 −1 0−1 2 −1
0 −1 6q2+1
9q2

 (6.39)
By requiring the following condition on the self intersection of ~Γ3
6q2 + 1
9q2
= 1 (6.40)
it results
q2 =
1
3
(6.41)
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Putting this value back into the above intersection matrices, we end with
J su3×u1ij =

 1 1 11 2 2
1 2 3

 (6.42)
and
Ksu3×u1ij =

 2 −1 0−1 2 −1
0 −1 1

 (6.43)
From these intersection matrices, we determine the following relations
~a1 = 2~Γ1 − ~Γ2
~a2 = 2~Γ2 − ~Γ1 − ~Γ0
~a0 = ~Γ0 − ~Γ2
(6.44)
and
~Γ1 = ~a1 + ~a2 + ~a0
~Γ2 = ~a1 + 2~a2 + 2~a0
~Γ0 = ~a1 + 2~a2 + 3~a0
(6.45)
Sites ~Rn in Lsu3×u13D are therefore expanded like
~Rn = L ~Γn, L = Lsu4
√
4
3
(6.46)
with
~Γn = n1~Γ1 + n2~Γ2 + n0~Γ0 (6.47)
and
~Γ1 =
(
~ω1
q
)
, ~Γ2 =
(
~ω2
2q
)
, ~Γ0 =
(
~0
3q
)
(6.48)
obeying the duality relation
~Γi.~aj = δij (6.49)
We also have
~a1 =
(
2~ω1 − ~ω2
0
)
, ~a2 =
(
2~ω2 − ~ω1
0
)
, ~a0 =
(
−~ω2
q
)
(6.50)
6.3 Lattice interpretation of BRST symmetry
Here we use the weight vectors of the SU (3) × U (1) representations carried by the
fermionic and the bosonic fields of the spectrum of twisted supersymmetric YM theory
on Lsu3×u13D to give a crystal interpretation of the BRST symmetry. To that purpose, we
first derive the closed nearest neighbors in Lsu3×u13D ; then, we give the lattice realization
of BRST symmetry.
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6.3.1 Closest neighbors in Lsu3×u13D
Given a generic site ~Rn in Lsu3×u13D , its closest neighbors are as follows:
a) first nearest neighbors and the links ψI(+q)n :
Each site in Lsu3×u13D has 6 first nearest neighbors that split into 3 + 3 ones respectively
located at
~Rn + L~ΛI = ~Rn + ~V
(+q)
I (6.51)
and
~Rn + L~Λ
′
I =
~Rn − ~V (+q)I (6.52)
with
~V
(+q)
1 = L
~Γ1
~V
(+q)
2 = L
(
~Γ2 − ~Γ1
)
~V
(+q)
3 = L
(
~Γ0 − ~Γ2
) (6.53)
satisfying
~V
(+q)
1 + ~V
(+q)
2 + ~V
(+q)
3 = L~Γ0 (6.54)
Using (6.48), these relations read also like
~V
(+q)
1 = L
(
~λ1, q
)
~V
(+q)
2 = L
(
~λ2, q
)
~V
(+q)
3 = L
(
~λ3, q
) (6.55)
with
~V
(+q)
1 +
~V
(+q)
2 +
~V
(+q)
3 = (0, 0, 3Lq) (6.56)
and length (
~V
(+q)
I
)2
=
(
−~V (+q)I
)2
=
(
2
3
+ q2
)
L2 = L2
(6.57)
since 3q2 = 1.
Therefore the oriented links
−−−→
PRnPRn+V (+q)I
∼ V (+q)I (6.58)
are associated with the fermionic lattice variables
ψI(+q)n = ψ
I(+q) (Rn) (6.59)
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b) second nearest neighbors and gauge field variables
Each site Rn in Lsu3×u13D has 6 second nearest neighbors that also split into 3 + 3 ones
respectively located at
~Rn + ~V
(−2q)
I (6.60)
and at
~Rn + ~V
(+2q)
I =
~Rn − ~V (−2q)I
∼ −~V (−2q)I
(6.61)
Upon the normalization L = 1, we have
~V
(+2q)
1 = ~Γ2
~V
(+2q)
2 =
~Γ1 + ~Γ0 − ~Γ2
~V
(+2q)
3 = ~Γ0 − ~Γ1
~V
(−2q)
1 =
~Γ1 − ~Γ0
~V
(−2q)
2 =
~Γ2 − ~Γ1 − ~Γ0
~V
(−2q)
3 = −~Γ2
(6.62)
or equivalently
~V
(+2q)
1 =
(
−~λ1, 2q
)
~V
(+2q)
2 =
(
−~λ2, 2q
)
~V
(+2q)
3 =
(
−~λ3, 2q
)
~V
(−2q)
1 =
(
~λ1,−2q
)
~V
(−2q)
2 =
(
~λ2,−2q
)
~V
(−2q)
3 =
(
~λ3,−2q
)
(6.63)
with length (
~V
(+2q)
a
)2
=
(
2
3
+ 4q2
)
L2 = 2L2(
~V
(−2q)
a
)
=
(
2
3
+ 4q2
)
L2 = 2L2
(6.64)
The 3 oriented links −−−→
PRnPRn+V (+2q)I
∼ −~V (−2q)I (6.65)
are associated with the gauge field variables
U
(+2q)
n,I = U
(+2q)
I (Rn)
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while the opposite ones
−−−→
PRnPRn−V (+2q)I
≡ P
Rn+V
(−2q)
I
PRn
∼ V (−2q)I
(6.66)
with the complex conjugate fields
U I(−2q)n = U
I(−2q) (Rn) (6.67)
c) third nearest neighbors
The site ~Rn of Lsu3×u13D has 2 third nearest neighbors that also split into 1+1 respectively
located at
~Rn + L~Γ0 = ~Rn + ~V
(+3q)
~Rn − L~Γ0 = ~Rn + ~V (−3q)
(6.68)
with
~Γ0 =
(
~0
3q
)
(6.69)
and
~Γ0.~Γ0 = 3 (6.70)
The oriented links −−−→
PRnPRn+V (−3q) ∼ V (−3q) (6.71)
are associated with the fermionic singlets ψ(−3q)n and the Grassman variable
ψ(−3q)n = ψ
(−3q) (Rn) , θ
(−3q) (6.72)
while the opposite ones
−−−→
PRnPRn−V (−3q) ≡ PRn+V (+3q)PRn
∼ −V (−3q)
(6.73)
with objects carrying +3 unit charges of U(1) like the discrete analogue of ∇(+2q)a ψa(+).
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6.3.2 BRST symmetry on lattice
Being a scalar objet under SU (3) but having non trivial charges of U(1), the scalar
supersymmetric Q(+3q) may be interpreted as a link operator living on the direction
~Γ = (0, 0, 3q) (6.74)
Therefore supersymmetric transformations generated by Q(+3q) can be interpreted as
particular shifts on the lattice Lsu3×u13D ; more precisely shifts in the Lu11D sublattice of the
fibration
Lu11D → Lsu3×u13D
↓
A∗2
For example, the supersymmetric transformation
Q(+3q)U
I(−2q)
n = ψ
I(+q)
n (6.75)
corresponds to shifting ~V
(−2q)
I as follows
~V
(−2q)
I +
~V
(+3q)
0 =
~V
(+q)
I
(6.76)
In general, the operator Q(+3q) acts on the various lattice variables like
Q(+3q)U
I(−2q)
n = ψ
I(+q)
n
Q(+3q)ψI(+q)n = 0
Q(+3q)U
(+2q)
I,n = 0
Q(+3q)W
(+4q)
IJ,n = 0
Q(+3q)ψ(−3q)n = F
(0)
n
Q(+3q)F
(0)
n = 0
Q(+3q)W
IJ(−4q)
n = Υ
IJ(−q)
n
Q(+3q)Υ
IJ(−q)
n = 0
Q(+3q)W
(0)
n = Υ
(+3q)
n
Q(+3q)Υ
(+3q)
n = 0
(6.77)
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with
Υ
IJ(−q)
n = U I(−2q) (Rn)ψ
J(+q)(Rn + ~V
(−2q)
I )−
ψJ(+q) (Rn)U
I(−2q)(Rn + ~V
(−2q)
J )
Υ
(0)
n = ψ
I(+q) (Rn)U
(+2q)
I (Rn)−
U
(+2q)
I (Rn − ~V (−2q)I )ψI(+q)(Rn − ~V (−2q)I )
(6.78)
7 Action of 3D N = 4 on Lattice Lsu3×u13D
First we give the expression of the fields on the lattice Lsu3×u13D ; then we build the gauge
invariant action on Lsu3×u13D .
7.1 Fields on Lsu3×u13D : a dictionary
Under discretization of the the complex 3D continuum into the crystal Lsu3×u13D , the
analogue of coordinate variables and fields are given by the following dictionary
• Coordinates variables
continuum : crystal Lsu3×u13D
(za(−2q), z¯(+2q)a ) ~Rn
za(−2q) + dza(−2q) ~Rn + ~V
(−2q)
I
z¯
(+2q)
a + dz¯
(+2q)
a
~Rn + ~V
(+2q)
I =
~Rn − ~V (−2q)I
(7.1)
with, by setting L = 1,
~V
(+2q)
I =
(
−~λa,+2q
)
~V
(−2q)
I =
(
+~λa,−2q
) (7.2)
• Bosonic fields
continuum : crystal Lsu3×u13D
Ga(−2q) (z, z¯) U I(−2q)n
G(+2q)a (z, z¯) U (+2q)n,I
Fab(−4q) (z, z¯) W IJ(−4q)n
F¯ (+4q)ab (z, z¯) W (+4q)n,IJ
F (0) (z, z¯) W (0)n
(7.3)
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with
U
I(−2q)
n = U I(−2q) (Rn)
U
(+2q)
n,I = U
(+2q)
I (Rn)
W
IJ(−4q)
n = U I(−2q) (Rn)UJ(−2q)(Rn + V
(−2q)
I )−
UJ(−2q) (Rn)U I(−2q)(Rn + V
(−2q)
J )
W
(+4q)
n,IJ = U
(+2q)
J (Rn + V
(−2q)
I )U
(+2q)
I (Rn)−
U
(+2q)
I (Rn + V
(−2q)
J )U
(+2q)
J (Rn)
W
(0)
n = U I(−2q) (Rn)U
(+2q)
I (Rn)−
U
(+2q)
I (Rn − V (−2q)I )U I(−2q)(Rn − V (−2q)I )
(7.4)
(7.5)
• Fermionic fields
continuum : crystal Lsu3×u13D
ψ(−3q) (z, z¯) ψ(−3q)n
ψI(+q) (z, z¯) ψI(+q)n
∇a(−2q)ψb(+) ψIJ(−q)n
∇¯(+2q)a ψa(−) ψI(+)n,I
(7.6)
with
ψ(−3q)n = ψ
(−3q) (Rn)
ψI(+q)n = ψ
I(+q)(Rn)
ψIJ(−q)n = U
I(−2q)(Rn + V
(−q)
J )ψ
J(+q)(Rn + V
(−2q)
I )−
ψJ(+q) (Rn)U
I(−2q)(Rn)
ψ
I(+3q)
n,I = ψ
I(+q)(Rn + V
(−2q)
I )U
(+2q)
I (Rn)−
U
(+2q)
I (Rn − V (−q)I )ψI(+q)(Rn)
(7.7)
• Gauge symmetry
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lattice variable → gauge transform
U
I(−2q)
n G (Rn)U
I(−2q) (Rn)G†(Rn + V
(−2q)
I )
U
(+2q)
n,I G(Rn + V
(−2q)
I )U
(+2q)
I (Rn)G
† (Rn)
W
IJ(−4q)
n G (Rn)W
IJ(−4q)
n G
†(Rn + V
(−2q)
I + V
(−2q)
J )
W
(+4q)
n,IJ G(Rn + V
(−2q)
I + V
(−2q)
J )W
IJ(+4q)
n G
† (Rn)
ψ(−3q)n G (Rn)ψ
(−3q) (Rn)G†(Rn + V
(−3q)
0 )
ψI(+q)n G
(
Rn + V
(−q)
I
)
ψI(+q) (Rn)G
†(Rn)
ψIJ(−q)n G(Rn + V
(−q)
J )ψ
IJ(−q) (Rn)G†(Rn + V
(−2q)
I )
ψ
I(+3q)
n,I G(Rn + V
(−q)
I + V
(−2q)
I )ψ
I(+3q)
I (Rn)G
†(Rn)
(7.8)
7.2 Useful identities
Here we collect some relations useful for checking gauge invariance of the lattice field
action Lsu3×u13D
~V
(+q)
1 =
(
~λ1, q
)
~V
(+q)
2 =
(
~λ2, q
)
, ~V
(−q)
I = −~V (+q)I
~V
(+q)
3 =
(
~λ3, q
)
~V
(+2q)
1 =
(
−~λ1, 2q
)
~V
(+2q)
2 =
(
−~λ2, 2q
)
, ~V
(−2q)
I = −~V (+2q)I
~V
(+2q)
3 =
(
−~λ3, 2q
)
~V
(+3q)
0 =
(
~0, 3q
)
, ~V
(−3q)
0 = −~V (+3q)0
(7.9)
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with
~λ3 = −~λ1 − ~λ2 (7.10)
From these relations, we learn a set of identities; in particular
V
(+q)
1 + V
(+q)
2 + V
(−2q)
3 = ~0
V
(+q)
1 + V
(−2q)
2 + V
(+q)
3 = ~0
V
(−2q)
1 + V
(+q)
2 + V
(+q)
3 = ~0
(7.11)
and
~V
(+q)
1 + ~V
(+q)
2 + ~V
(+q)
3 = ~V
(+3q)
0
~V
(−q)
1 +
~V
(−q)
2 +
~V
(−q)
3 =
~V
(−3q)
0
~V
(+q)
I +
~V
(+2q)
I =
~V
(+3q)
0
~V
(−q)
I +
~V
(−2q)
I =
~V
(−3q)
0
(7.12)
These identities are important for establishing gauge symmetry of monomials like
(i) : Tr
[
ψ(−3q) (Rn)ψ
I(+3q)
I (Rn)
]
(ii) : εIJKTr
[
ψI(+q)(Rn − V (−q)I )ψJK(−q) (Rn)
] (7.13)
• checking gauge invariance of the term (i)
Under a gauge transformation G (Rn), the lattice variables ψ
(−3q)
n and the diver-
gence ψ
I(+3q)
n,I transform as
ψ(−3q)n → G (Rn)ψ(−3q) (Rn)G†(Rn + V (−3q)0 )
ψ
I(+3q)
n,I → G(Rn + V (−q)I + V (−2q)I )ψI(+3q)I (Rn)G†(Rn)
(7.14)
Using the identity
V
(−q)
I + V
(−2q)
I = V
(−3q)
0 (7.15)
the second term of (7.14) reads also like
ψ
I(+3q)
n,I → G(Rn + V (−3q)0 )ψI(+3q)I (Rn)G†(Rn) (7.16)
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Therefore the gauge transformation of the term ψ(−3q) (Rn)ψ
I(+3q)
I (Rn) is given by
Tr
[
G(Rn)ψ
(−3q)(Rn)G
†(Rn+V
(−3q)
0 )G(Rn+V
(−3q)
0 )ψ
I(+3q)
I (Rn)G
†(Rn)
]
and leads then to
Tr
[
G(Rn)ψ
(−3q)(Rn)ψ
I(+3q)
I (Rn)G
†(Rn)
]
(7.17)
which, due to the cyclic property of the trace, reduce further to
Tr
[
ψ(−3q)(Rn)ψ
I(+3q)
I (Rn)
]
(7.18)
• checking gauge invariance of the term (ii)
Starting from the gauge transformation of the lattice variables ψI(+q)n and ψ
IJ(−q)
n
namely
ψI(+q)n → G(Rn + V (−q)I )ψI(+q) (Rn)G†(Rn)
ψJK(−q)n → G(Rn + V (−q)K )ψJK(−q) (Rn)G†(Rn + V (−2q)J )
(7.19)
the putting back into
εIJKTr
[
ψI(+q)(Rn + V
(−q)
K )ψ
JK(−q) (Rn)
]
(7.20)
we get
G(Rn+V
(−q)
K +V
(−q)
I )ψ
I(+q)(Rn+V
(−q)
K )G
†(Rn+V
(−q)
K ) ×
G(Rn+V
(−q)
K )ψ
JK(−q)(Rn)G
†(Rn+V
(−2q)
J )
(7.21)
Invariance of the trace of this quantity requires
G††(Rn+V
(−2q)
J )G(Rn+V
(−q)
K +V
(−q)
I ) = Iid (7.22)
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requiring in turn the constraint relation
V
(−q)
K + V
(−q)
I = V
(−2q)
J , I 6= J 6= K (7.23)
which is identically satisfied due to eqs(7.9).
7.3 The action on Lsu3×u13D
Starting from the twisted Lagrangian density Ltwist (4.17) namely
Ltwist = Tr
[
F (+4q)ab Fab(−4q)
]
− (α2)2
4α1α4
Tr
[F (0)F (0)]
+
(
α2
α4
+ 2
)
Tr
[
ψa(+q)∇(+2q)a ψ(−3q)
]
+2α3
α4
Tr
[
εabcψ
a(+q)∇b(−2q)ψc(+q)
]
(7.24)
and using the dictionary of subsection 6.1 between fields in continuum and lattice vari-
ables, we can write down the gauge invariant action on Lsu3×u13D following from the above
one. We find:
Slatt =
∑
Lsu3×u13D
Tr
(
W
IJ(−4q)
n W
(+4q)
n,IJ
)
− (α2)2
4α1α4
∑
Lsu3×u13D
Tr
(
W
(0)
n W
†(0)
n
)
(
2 + α2
α4
) ∑
Lsu3×u13D
Tr
[
ψ(−3q) (Rn)ψI(+q)(Rn + V
(−2q)
I )U
(+2q)
I (Rn)
]
+
(
2 + α2
α4
) ∑
Lsu3×u13D
Tr
[
ψ(−3q) (Rn)U
(+2q)
I (Rn − V (−q)I )ψI(+q)(Rn)
]
+2α3
α4
∑
Lsu3×u13D
εIJKTr
[
ψI(+q)(Rn + V
(−q)
K )ψ
JK(−q) (Rn)
]
(7.25)
with W
IJ(−4q)
n , W
(+4q)
n,IJ , W
(0)
n and ψ
JK(−q) (Rn) as in eqs(7.7) and where αi’s are normal-
ization numbers.
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8 Conclusion and comments
In this paper, we studied twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric YM on a particular 3-
dimensional lattice Lsu3×u13D having an SU (3) × U (1) symmetry and realized by the
fibration
Lsu32D ×Lu11D
with the 2- dimensional base Lsu32D = A∗2, the weight lattice of SU(3), and fiber Lu11D ≃ qZ.
This fibration is encoded by the intersection matrix
J su3×u1ij =


2
3
+ q2 1
3
+ 2q2 3q2
1
3
+ 2q2 2
3
+ 4q2 6q2
3q2 6q2 9q2

 , detJ su3×u1ij = 3q2
with q a unit charge of U (1). The SU (3)×U (1) complex symmetry appearing here is one
of the breaking modes of the SOE (6) symmetry of the chiral 6D N = 1 supersymmetric
YM on R6; the usual breaking mode used in the twisting is given by the real
SOE (3)× SOR (3)
symmetry with SOE (3) the isotropy group of R
3 and SOR (3) the R-symmetry. The
group SU (3) × U (1) may be therefore viewed as a complexification of the diagonal
symmetry of SOE (3)× SOR (3).
To that purpose, we first reviewed general aspects of SO (t, s) spinors in diverse dimen-
sions; then we built the twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric algebra (3.3) generated, in
addition to the bosonic, by 4 complex fermionic generators
Q(+3q) , Q
(−q)
a
transforming respectively as a complex SU (3) singlet and a complex SU (3) triplet car-
rying moreover non trivial charges under U (1), the number q is a non zero unit charge
of U (1); but its singular limit
q = 0
has an interpretation on lattice; it corresponds to the projection of Lsu3×u13D down to the
base sublattice Lsu32D = A∗2.
Then extending ideas from covariant gauge formalism of supersymmetric YM theories
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and using the gauge covariant superfields (3.20), we studied the superspace formulation
of the twisted gauge theory exhibiting manifestly invariance under Q(+3q). This super-
charge may be also interpreted as a particular BRST operator and the corresponding
supersymmetric transformation as BRST transformations. The derivation of the set of
gauge covariant superfields (3.20) is a key step in our construction since only 1 of the 4
complex (8 real) supersymmetric charges are off shell; this set is explicitly derived in the
appendix, eqs(9.7-9.8).
After that, we studied the lattice version of twisted 3D N = 4 supersymmetric YM
living on L3D given by the fibration
Lu(1)1D → Lsu3×u13D
↓
Lsu32D = A∗2
(8.1)
To achieve the lattice construction, we performed the 3 following steps:
(a) developed a method of engineering the crystal Lsu3×u13D with a manifestly SU (3) ×
U (1) symmetry. This lattice is given by the fibration (8.1); the shape of the base
sublattice A∗2, corresponds to the projection q = 0, and is completely given by the
inverse of the Cartan matrix of SU (3). The 3D lattice Lsu3×u13D is a twist of the
weight lattice A∗3 of SU (4) ≃ SO (6)
Lsu3×u13D ∼ twist of A∗3
(b) worked out the dictionary eqs(7.1-7.8) between objects Ocont living in continuum and
their analogue Olattice on the lattice Lsu3×u13D . The objects include the twisted fields,
the coordinates and the supersymmetric generators.
(c) built the lattice action Slattice that is invariant under:
(i) the U (N) gauge symmetry,
(ii) the complex scalar supersymmetric charge Q(+3q),
(iii) the SU (3)× U (1) symmetry of Lsu3×u13D .
We conclude this study by making 2 comments; one concerning the reduction to 2D
N = 4 dimensions; and the other regarding the extension of the construction to twisted
maximal supersymmetric YM in 5D N = 4 and 4D N = 4 dimensions.
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1) Reduction down to 2D
The twisted 2D N = 4 SYM, that uses the following SU (3) packaging of the fields
bosons : Ga , G¯a,
fermions : ξ , ψa
lives on the lattice A∗2; it follows from the 3D N = 4 analysis by taking the limit
q = 0. However, to exhibit the decomposition
Q2×2 = QI +Qµγµ +Qµνγ[µν]
4 = 1 + 2 + 1
using 2 dimensional gamma matrices γµ to decompose Q2×2 in a similar way to the
splitting eq(1.1), we have to break the SU (3)× U (1) symmetry down to
SU (2)× U (1)× U (1)
As a consequence of this breaking, twisted 3D N = 4 algebra leads to a particular
class of twisted 2D N = 4 supersymmetry with generators as follows
SU (3)× U (1) → SU (2)× U (1)diag
Q(+3q) Q(+3q)
Q
(−q)
a Q
(−p−q)
α , Q(+2p−q)
P
(+2q)
a P
(−p+2q)
α , Z(+2p+2q)
where U (1)diag is the diagonal subgroup of U (1) × U (1). This superalgebra has
two complex SU (2) scalar supercharges Q(+3q), Q(+2p−q) and an isodoublet Q(−p−q)α
obeying amongst others the anticommutation relations
{
Q(+3q), Q
(−p−q)
α
}
= 2P
(−p+2q)
α{
Q(+3q), Q(+2p−q)
}
= 2Z(+2p+2q)
where P
(−p+2q)
α refers to bosonic translations and where the charge Z(+2p+2q) can
be taken equal to zero (Z(+2p+2q) = 0) if we want to realize both scalar supersym-
metries Q(+3q), Q(+2p−q) on lattice.
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The field spectrum describing the on shell degrees of freedom of the twisted 2D
N = 4 supersymmetry, that follows from the reduction of the twisted 3D N = 4
SYM is, up to some details, given by
SOE (6) : SU (2)× U (1)diag
AM : Gα(−2q+p) G¯(+2q−p)α φ(−2q−2p) φ¯(+2p+2q)
ΨA : ψα(+q+p) ψ(−3q) ψ(+q−2p)
The complex bosonic fields
Gα(−2q+p) , φ(−2q−2p)
transform respectively in the representation 2−2q+p and 1−2q−2p of SU (2)×U (1)diag.
Similarly, the complex fermionic fields
ψα(+q+p) , ψ(−3q) , ψ(+q−2p)
transform respectively in 2+q+p, 1−3q and 1+q−2p.
The lattice Lsu2×u12D , on which live the twisted lattice 2D N = 4 theory, follows by
the reduction of (8.1) and is given by the fibration
Lu(1)diag1D → Lsu2×u12D
↓
Lsu21D = A∗1
where the base sublattice A∗1 is the weight lattice of SU (2).
2) Extension to 5D N = 4 supersymmetry3
The analysis we have given in this paper extends to the case of twisted 5D N = 4
supersymmetric YM having 16 supercharges. The generators of the underlying
twisted 5D N = 4 superalgebra carry charges under SU (5)× U (1) as follows
fermionic generators : Q(+5q) Q
(−3q)
a Q
[ab](+q)
SU (5)× U (1) : 1+5q 5¯−3q 10+q
3see footnote 2
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The field spectrum describing the on shell degrees of freedom of this gauge theory is
obtained in 2 steps as follows: first reducing the N = 1 gauge multiplet (AM ,ΨA)
in 10D down to 5D to get (
Aµ, Bm,Ψ
αI
)
transforming into representations of
SOE (5)× SOR (5)
then twisting the two SO (5) factors. In doing these steps, one ends, up on com-
plexification, with the complex field spectrum
SOE (10) : SU (5)× U (1)
AM : Ga(−2q) G¯(+2q)a
ΨA : ψ(−5q) ψa(+q) ψ(−q)[ab]
Applying similar techniques used in this paper, one concludes that the 5D lattice
on which live the twisted 5D N = 4 supersymmetric YM should be given by the
fibration
Lu(1)diag1D → Lsu5×u15D
↓
Lsu54D = A∗4
with base sublattice A∗4 precisely as the one found in [1, 3]. More details and special
features of this lattice will be reported in a future occasion.
9 Appendix: Building the set covariant superfields
The aim of this appendix is to derive the set (3.20) of the gauge covariant superfields
Φ
(qi)
i for describing twisted chiral 3D N = 4 supersymmetric YM theory. A summary of
this analysis has been given in subsection 3.2.
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9.1 General on scalar supersymmetry in superspace
First recall that the on shell degrees of freedom of the twisted chiral 3D N = 4 super-
symmetric YM are as follows
Fermions : ψ(−3q) ψa(+q)
SU (3)× U (1) 1¯−3q 3+q
scale mass dim 1 1
Bosons : Ga(−2q) G¯(+2q)a
SU (3)× U (1) 3−2q 3¯+2q
scale mass dim 1
2
1
2
(9.1)
Using the scalar Grassman variable θ(−3q), associated with the scalar supersymmetric
charge Q(+3q), and auxiliary fields, one may a priori combine these degrees of freedom
into particular superfields as follows
Ψ(−3q) = ψ(−3q) + θ(−3q)F (0)
Va(−2q) = Ga(−2q) + θ(−3q)ψa(+q)
Υ
(−q)
a = γ
(−q)
a + θ
(−3q)G(+2q)a
(9.2)
Notice that the component fields ̥ are not ordinary fields since they depend, in addition
to the bosonic coordinates z, z¯, on extra Grassman coordinates ϑa(+q) associated with
the supersymmetric charges Q
(−q)
a ; that is
̥ = ̥ (z, ϑ) (9.3)
Explicitly, we have
ψ(−3q) (z, ϑ) = ψ(−3q) (z) +ϑa(−q)ξ(−2q)a (z) + ...
F (0) (z, ϑ) = F (0) (z) +ϑa(−q)ξ(+q)a (z) + ...
Ga(−2q) (z, ϑ) = Ga(−2q) (z) +ϑb(−q)ξa(−q)b (z) + ...
ψa(+q) (z, ϑ) = ψa(+q) (z) +ϑb(−q)∆a(+2q)b (z) + ...
γ
(−q)
a (z, ϑ) = γ
(−q)
a (z) +ϑ
b(−q)ξ(0)ba (z) + ...
G
(+2q)
a (z, ϑ) = G(+2q)a (z) +ϑb(−q)ξ(+3q)ba (z) + ...
(9.4)
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The dependence of these component modes into ϑa(−q) is eliminated at the end after
integration with respect to θ(−3q) by setting ϑa(−q) = 0.
Notice moreover that the superfields (9.2) are not good candidates for superspace for-
mulation of scalar supersymmetric invariance. The point is that under gauge symmetry
transformations with generic group elements G, the bosonic gauge superfields Ua(−2q)
and V
(+2q)
a do not transform covariantly since
Ga(−2q) → GGa(−2q)G−1 +G∂a(−2q)G−1
G(+2q)a → GG(+2q)a G−1 +G∂(+2q)a G−1
(9.5)
To overcome this difficulty, one needs to work with the gauge covariant superfield oper-
ators
D(+3q) = D(+3q) + igYMΥ(+3q)
D(−q)a = D(−q)a + igYMΥ(−q)a
L
(+2q)
a = ∂
(+2q)
a + igYMV
(+2q)
a
La(−2q) = ∂a(−2q) + igYMUa(−2q)
(9.6)
and their graded commutators from which we learn the set of gauge covariant superfields
(3.20); this set is constructed below.
9.2 Gauge covariant superfields
We first give our result regarding the set of gauge covariant superfields; then we turn to
derive it explicitly.
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9.2.1 the set of superfields
Twisted chiral 3D N = 4 supersymmetric YM exhibiting manifestly the supercharge
Q(+3q) is described in superspace by the following superfields
Fermionic sector : Ψ(−3q) Φ(+q)ab Ψ
a(+q)
SU (3)× U (1) : 1¯−3q 3+q 3+q
scale mass dim 1 1 1
Bosonic sector : J(0) Eab(−4q) F(+4q)ab
SU (3)× U (1) : 10 3¯−4q 3+4q
scale mass dim 3
2
3
2
3
2
(9.7)
obeying constraint relations to be deriver later on. Their θ- expansion are given by
Ψ(−3q) = ψ(−3q) + θ(−3q)F (0)
Φ
(+q)
ab = φ
(+q)
ab + θ
(−3q)F (+4q)ab
Ψa(+q) = ψa(+q) + θ(−3q)fa(+2q)
J(0) = J (0) + θ(−3q)∇(+2q)a ψa(+q)
Eab(−4q) = Fab(−4q) + θ(−3q)
[
∇a(−2q)ψb(+q) −∇b(−2q)ψa(+q)
]
F
(+4q)
ab = F (+4q)ab + θ(−3q)κ(+7q)ab
(9.8)
In these relations ψ(−3q), ψa(+q) are the twisted fermionic fields of the on shell spectrum
(9.1); and J (0), Fab(−4q), F (+4q)ab as follows
F (+4q)ab = 1igYM
[
∇(+2q)a ,∇(+2q)b
]
Eab(−4q) = 1
igYM
[
∇a(−2q),∇b(−2q)
]
J (0) = 1
igYM
[
∇(+2q)a ,∇a(−2q)
]
(9.9)
with gauge covariant derivatives as in eq(3.30) and gauge coupling constant gYM scaling
like (mass)
1
2 .
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9.2.2 Deriving eqs(9.7)
We begin by the superspace realization of the twisted chiral 3D N = 4 algebra generated
by
D(+3q), D
(−q)
a , ∂
(+2q)
a , ∂a(−2q) (9.10)
obeying the anticommutation relations{
D(+3q), D
(−q)
a
}
= 2∂
(+2q)
a{
D
(−q)
a , D
(−q)
b
}
= 0{
D(+3q), D(+3q)
}
= 0
(9.11)
To implement gauge symmetry, we covariantize the supersymmetric derivatives (9.10)
which become
D(+3q) = D(+3q) + iΥ(+3q)
D(−q)a = D(−q)a + iΥ(−q)a
L
(+2q)
a = ∂
(+2q)
a + iV
(+2q)
a
La(−2q) = ∂a(−2q) + iUa(−2q)
(9.12)
where Υ
(qi)
i , Υ
(+3q), V
(+2q)
a , Ua(−2q) are gauge connexions. These superfield operators
transform covariantly under arbitrary gauge transformation superfield matrices G like
D(+3q) → GD(+3q)G−1
D(−q)a → GD(−q)a G−1
L
(+2q)
a → GL(+2q)a G−1
La(−2q) → GLa(−2q)G−1
(9.13)
with
G = G(z, z¯, ϑa(+q); θ(−3q)) (9.14)
which, upon expanding in θ(−3q)- series, reads also
G = g + θ(−3q)ς (+3q)
with
g = g(z, z¯, ϑa(+q))
ς (+3q) = ς(+3q)(z, z¯, ϑa(+q))
(9.15)
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These gauge covariant derivatives (9.12) are not independent; they obey some constraint
relations required by supersymmetry; in particular the conventional ones{
D(+3q),D(−q)a
}
= 2L
(+2q)
a{
D(−q)a ,D(−q)b
}
= 0{D(+3q),D(+3q)} = 0 (9.16)
and [
D(+3q), L(+2q)a
]
= 0
(9.17)
Being the basic gauge covariant objects of the twisted SYM theory, eqs(9.12) allow to
build gauge covariant superfields by taking graded commutators. The gauge covariant
superfields with small scaling mass dimension are of particular interest; we have:
1) Bosonic superfields
The bosonic gauge covariant superfields that scale as (mass)
4−1
2 are given by the
commutators of L
(+2q)
a and La(−2q) as follows
J(0) = 1
igYM
[
L
(+2q)
a , La(−2q)
]
Eab(−4q) = 1
igYM
[
La(−2q), Lb(−2q)
]
F
(+4q)
ab =
1
igYM
[
L
(+2q)
a , L
(+2q)
b
] (9.18)
with gYM the gauge coupling constant scaling as (mass)
1
2 .
Because of (9.17), the superfield F
(+4q)
ab obeys the remarkable property
D(+3q)F(+4q)ab = 0 (9.19)
but the two others do not
D(+3q)J(0) 6= 0
D(+3q)Eab(−4q) 6= 0
(9.20)
From these constraint eqs, we learn that F
(+4q)
ab should be a highest component of a
superfield while F
(+4q)
ab and E
ab(−4q) are good candidates for superspace formulation
of twisted chiral supersymmetric YM.
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2) Fermionic superfields
These fermionic gauge covariant superfields we need scale as (mass)
3−1
2 ; and are
given by
Ψ(−3q) = 1
igYM
[
D(−q)a , La(−2q)
]
Ψa(+q) = 1
igYM
[D(+3q), La(−2q)]
Φ
(+q)
ab =
1
igYM
[
D(−q)a , L(+2q)b
] (9.21)
with Ψa(+q) obeying the property
D(+3q)Ψa(+q) = 0
(9.22)
but
D(+3q)Ω(−3q) 6= 0
D(+3q)Φ(+q)ab 6= 0
(9.23)
Here also, we learn that Ψa(+q) is a highest component of a superfield while Ψ(−3q)
and Φ
(+q)
ab are good candidates for the superspace formulation of twisted chiral
supersymmetric YM.
3) relations between fermionic and bosonic superfields
Using the anticommutation relations of the twisted chiral superalgebra, one finds
that the fermionic and bosonic gauge covariant superfields constructed above are
not completely independent; they are related through constraint relations; in par-
ticular
D(+3q)Ψ(−3q) = 2J(0) −D(−q)a Ψa(+q)
D(+3q)Φ(+q)ab = 2F(+4q)ab
D(+3q)Eab(−4q) = La(−2q)Ψb(+q) − Lb(−2q)Ψa(+q)
L
(+2q)
b Ψ
(−3q) = −La(−2q)Φ(+q)ba
(9.24)
Acting on the first relation by D(+3q) and using the identity D(+3q)D(+3q) = 0, we
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get another constraint relation on the J(0) superfield
D(+3q)J(0) = L(+2q)a Ψa(+q)
(9.25)
Doing the same thing for the second relation, we end with the constraint relation
(9.19).
In what follows, we choose a particular frame for the gauge fields to build the θ-
expansions of the superfields
Ψ(−3q) Ψa(+q) Φ(+q)ab
J(0) Eab(−4q) F(+4q)ab (9.26)
solving the constraint relations (9.24-9.25).
B) Gauge fixing choice
To make explicit computations in superspace, we start from the supersymmetric gauge
covariant derivatives of eqs(9.12); then make the gauge fixing choice
Υ(+3q) = 0 (9.27)
leading to D(+3q) = D(+3q) and then
D(+3q) = ∂
∂θ(−3q)
(9.28)
This particular choice also allows to expand (9.20-9.23) as in eq(9.8). To establish this
result, notice first that eq(9.27) corresponds to reducing the set of gauge transformations
(9.15) down to the subset of superfield matrices G having no dependence in θ(−3q), that
is
D(+3q)G = 0 (9.29)
By substituting back into (9.15), the superfield matrix G reduces to g with
g = g(z, z¯, ϑa(+))
(9.30)
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and the gauge covariant derivatives behaving generally like
D(+3q) → gD(+3q)g−1
D(−q)a → gD(−q)a g
−1
L
(+2q)
a → gL(+2q)a g
−1
La(−2q) → gLa(−2q)g−1
(9.31)
become
D(+3q) = ∂
∂θ(−3q)
D(−q)a = ∂
∂ϑa(+q)
+ θ(−3q)∇(+2q)a
L
(+2q)
a = ∇(+2q)a
La(−2q) = ∇a(−2q) + iθ(−3q)λa(+q)
(9.32)
with ∇(+2q)a , ∇a(−2q) given by (9.6). Substituting these expressions back into eqs(9.24-
9.24), one ends with the following θ- expansions
Ψ(−3q) = ψ(−3q) + θ(−3q)F (0)
J(0) = J (0) + θ(−3q)∇(+2q)a ψa(+q)
Eab(−4q) = Eab(−4q) + θ(−3q)
(
∇a(−2q)ψb(+q) −∇b(−2q)ψa(+q)
)
Φ
(+q)
ab = φ
(+q)
ab + θ
(−3q)F (+4q)ab
(9.33)
and remarkably Ψa(+q) has no θ(−3q) dependence
Ψa(+q) = ψa(+q)
(9.34)
with component field modes as in eqs(9.4). We also have the constraint relations
D(+3q)Ψ(−3q) +D(−q)a Ψa(+q) = 2J(0)
L
(+2q)
b Ψ
(−3q) = −La(−2q)Φ(+q)ba (9.35)
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The first constraint is solved as
J(0) = J (0) + θ(−3q)∇(+2q)a ψa(+q) (9.36)
and the second leads to
∇(+2q)b ψ(−3q) = ∇a(−2q)φ(+q)ab (9.37)
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